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PRESIDENT:

The 1st Special Session of the 78th General Assembly

will convene' the Sehate will come to order. Senàtor

Ozinga.

SENATOR OZINGA:

Mr. Rresident, would now move Tau that the

Senate do now resolve itself into a Committee of the

Whole, f6r the hearing of testimony on Senate Bills

number 1, 2, 3, 4: and as previously designated.

PRESIDENT:

Senator Ozinga moves khat the Senate resolve itself

into a Committee of the Whole for the special order of

business to hear Senate Bills 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. All in

favor signify by saying aye. Conkrary no. The motion

carries: the Senate will proaeed as a Committee of the

Whole . 5en ator Oainga wi 11 C..h ai- r .
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CHAIRMAN;
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. . .rocoqnizes Senator DonneWald.

SENATOR DONNEWALD:

Yes, thank you Mr. President. There are a number

of important issues facing the General Assembly in the

current fall Session, exeuse me, make that Sessions. The

emphasis of course is on the plural. We are considering

the glamour triplets; mass transportation, Eax relief and

lottery. But I submik to you that none of these issues cr

proposals rivals in importance the question of governmental

and campaign ethics. The Senate Committee of the Whole

right now is considering in my sincere opinion the single

most vital matter on the entire multiple Session agenda.

submit ko you that the most important problem, the one

. ..the one most overriding concern confronting the Illinois

and the rest of the United Stakes koday is much written and

much talked about lcss of public confidence in elected of-

ficials and politics in general. This is a problem which strikes

at the very heart of our American democratic system. When

people say that they have no confidence in kheir govern-

mental and political leaders, aren't they saying in effect

that they also lack confidence in our system of government.

I believe so. This is why ik is imperative that'this 78th

General Assembly pass a strong ethics and disclosure law,

right now. Not next spring, we need to restore that public

canfidence so essential in a system of*sovernment like the

precious one we live under. A recenk survey of twenty major

cceupakions revealed that politicians as a group 'rank 15th

in terms of public trust, just ahead of used car salesmen.

A recent Harris poll showed that confidence in public

officlals has slipped so drastically khat 54% of th% people

of this counkry have less trust in their qelected officials

than they did ten #ears ago. And in a' speech by khe same
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Lou Harris, in Seittle, Wishington to the National Conferenee

of State Legislative Leaders on September 1973.

Harris revealed that back in 1969 majorikies of .the public,

thought student demonètrators who engaged in protest activities,

prostitutes? homosexualsy people who did not believe in God:

and Blacks who demonstrated for civil rights were a1l harm-

to khe. country. Ncw only a minority of Ehose polled

believe that Blacks and skudenk demonstratorsr prostitutes,

homosexuals? and lven atheists and agnostics are harmful or

dangerous to the country. By conkrast, herels a current

list of types who the majority of the public think are

harmful to khe country. People investigators hired by

politiciansr 52% believe they are harmful. 79% think

vàgilante groups such as white citizen groups, and the

Ku Elux Klan are harmful to the country, up from 59% in

1970. 78% think the military l'eaders who conduct secret

bombing raids and t'hen cover up such raids are harmful.

A higher 8lt think that businessmen who give illegal

contributions to candidates are harmful. And 88% feel

that government officials who kry ko use official in-

telligence agencies of government for politïcal advantage

are harmful. The portrait of polikics and politieians that

emerges in khe minds of vokers is highly unflattering to

the elective process. Tha public image is that we are

corrupt. We are in politics for thû money we can make

out of it. We are men and women wlao make easy promises

which are not k'ept and lack dedication to the office. On

the positive side that same :011 showed that 59*, a majorityp

that working for government as a career is one ofagrees

the most useful and publie spirited professions.. This means

Ehere is still hope. It represents thak the-..the last

residue of hope among vohers in the country today. But

it is an island of hope in a sea of disenchankment and

disiliusionmont.



You know this, and I know this. Let's do somekhing about

it. A Presidenk 'is being ïnvestlgated for alleged wrong2.

doing, some of involving supposed. graft and conflict3.

of interest. A Viee=president has been forced to resign,
ignobly foreed out of office and termed a crook by members

of his own party. A sitting Federal Judge, former Governor,
has been convicted bribery. A Congressman in jail,
another Congreksman has been fined for taking in kick-8.

backs, and still another Congressman committed suieide

over money scandals. In Texas the Speaker of the Housel0.

and two lawmakers are charged with stock manipulation.ll.

In Missouri a State Senator is being investigated forl2.

alleged eorruption. Here ïn Illïnois scores of local

officials have been ïmplicated in kick-baêk scandals

involving Ehe purciase of chemiaals. On and on and onl5.

6 these are Just a f ew, just a f ew of the Duznereus inskancesl .

17 of scandal rockinq Ameriean government today
. one of

the Illinois Skate Universikies even raised maney for
'z: a charitable purpose by staging a most crooked politician

ac poll. Need I say more, should the litany qo on
. think

21 our task is clear. Let's pass RTA if we can
, let's agree

on Eax relief if we can, let's have a lottery if possible.
aa But, let's definitely, definitelyr Gentlemen and Ladies

4 produee a really good governmental ethics and campaign2 .

disclosure law. So we ean hold our heads high and tell our2 5 ,

f ellow Illinaisans that we care about this problem anct in=2 6 .
tend to do something genuine ko correct j

.t . senate Bills l2 7 . .

through 5 which I am sponsoring and ' have kh/ f ull support of2 8 . .

Governor Walker , Whcl has clearly and f irmly urged the 
. . .2 9 .

passage of ethics legislation this year 
. Scnate Eill3 0 .

1 sets a tbree member bi-partisan State Board of Ethics3l
.

!; 'k appointed by the Governor by and with the advice and consent3;.
of the Senate to administer the Ethics Law

. The33.
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Board is given the tools to do a good job. Senate Bill 2

requires public discloszre of beneficiaries and beneficial

interests of real property held in trusk. This bill guards

against blind, secretive trusk funds established to protcct

dishonest pollticians who have finaneial deallngs khey want

ko hide. Senate Bill 3 amending the Lobbyist Registration

Acts beefs'up the present Lobbyinq Law and requires lobbyists

to register wlth the Ethics B6ard. Senate Bill 4 appropriates

$150:000 to the Board for the remainder of the fiscal year

1974. Senate Bill 5 amends the present governmental Ekhics

Act to bring ik in line with this tough new act we are

proposing in this five bill series. Because I regard

myself as a practical realist, I fully realize thak

even îf these five bills are passed, they probably not...

will not be passed in the exact skatus that they presently

enjoy. That's all right. I'm amenable to your ideas and

suggestions, together we can make a series of bills

better, this series of bills better, that's fine. Neither

I nor the Governor have the monoply on good ideas in this

complex field. But there is a difference between constructive

compromise and destructive dilution; Let's work together

in the spirit of harmony and compromise for the good of

Illinois government and polikics. Positive actidn on our

party not only will benefit general public, it will benefit

every member of this Chamber who cares about his reputation
+

and cares about our syskem of government. Thank you
( '

Mr. Presidenk. I mlght add sir, that sqe have a list of

five proponents of this particular series of bills. They

are Mr. Joseph Meek of khe Constitutional Convention,

Mr. Abner J. Mikva' Chairman of the Illinois Ethics Board,

Dawitt Giïpin, Ehn Legi'slatlve Representative of the
United Auto Workers, and Donna Schiller, President af the

League of Women VoEers, and Terry Brunner, Exeeutive Director

4
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of the Better Government Association. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:.

senakor Parkee. sen'ator partee.

SENATOR PARTEE)

This is not a question really, it's an observatson.

As we discuss the subjeet of campaign disclosures and

finaneing it occurs to me that with some of the witnesses we

may want to ask some questioùs with reference to kheir views

on campaiqn funding that means funding which is done by

and through an agency of government, perhaps in khis

instance the State. So there are some questions we

might want to ask about that that aren't specifically on

the bills before us, but it is in the same general ball

park and I was wondering if we could ask some...some of

khe wiknesses some questions along that line.

CHXIRMAN:

I see no real objectioh Senater.

SENATOR PARTEE:
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Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

I will allow ât. Mr. Meek.

MR. JOSEPH MEEK:

senator Ozinga and Ladies and Gentlemen, th/re is one

slighk eorrection I should like ko make to the presentation

by Senator Donnewald. I am not a proponent of any particular
#

ethics bill. I am a prcponent of the principle of ethics

legislation and I only come to you because I belleve the

kime has come that no issue ls as lmportant as a xecreation

of faith in our form of.governmenk. am here ak no one's

instigation except that of Ehe Governor's office. I should

be very happy ko come döwn to testify at any time anybody

wants me on the principles of this ethics legislation, be

it the legislation introduced by Mr. Blair or by Mr. Harris
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that'l understand is forthcoming, the legislation which

is headed by Mr.' Juckett and the legislation Eh
at comes

from some House members: all kinds .of ethics legislaEion
.

Al1 I should like to beg of you people in the senate Chambers
ks that we can delay.w.l'm getting worse th an Dirksen with

these mikesv don't know . ..if the delay this issue any

longer. 1, got sgme gasoline at McLe an and for the first

time I realized that since 1933, have been coming to

Springfield and this was the first time 1 had no one to

reimburse me for my expenses. And that's why t bought'

regular gas rather than ethyl. But I want you to know that

as of 41 years ago: 40 years ago, and I ghan't take much

of your time, I stood here as a young lobbyist and urged

the Legislature not to increase the then' Emergency Relief

Tax to 3%. I-have been a lobbyist a11 of my life
. I am

extremely proud of that fact. And I am very anxioys that

the right of people to petition Eheir government, the

right of people to utilize the First Amendment be kept

stronq and virile. And that brings about of course the

warning that whatever you do here, if this bill goes on

tha Eloor with other bills and is sûnt to a committee for

long studye immediate study and compromise which I think

it should be that above a11 something must come which will

work and which will not discourage the right of people to

plead their cause. Ladies and Gentlemen I have
. . .been a

lobbyist. I have been a candidate for the United States

Senate, regrettably forgot to carry Cook County, but that's

only a side issue. I have been a Member of the Constitutional

Convention, and at the present time am teachkng a coursl

in lobbykng at Triton College in the west side of Chièago
,

Chicaqo suburbs. dan't think you want to hear about

j k s ssaymy class in lobbying, but I d like to have you no

about 25 adult, people who are interested in legislation

5
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have,almost lost'thefr faith in the process oé pleadïng

any cause. They are convinced that this is now a government

of the rich people, by the rich people and for the rich people?

and in some cases I think theydre rapidly gettinq on the

riqht track. do not think the issue is political, I think

the los: of the face in our government will erode Democrats

as well as Republicans and I think it's high time that men

and womeh I admire greatly, and T have all of my adult life whc

represent the Senate cf Illinois shall be as I know they

will be, big enoogh and broad enough to try to fiqure ou*

the right kind of ethics leqislation but to do it today.

As a candidate for office in 1954, iE's what I would like

to explain to you for just a moment. cost the people

who handled me, using the word in quotep, nearly $900,000

eo run for :Ke Uniked Stakes Senate in 1954 against a very

esteemed opponent: Senator Paul Douglas.. I think I'm the

only person in this room who has ever tried to finance of

seen the finanein'g of a state-wide campaign of this type.

You den't know, unless you've been through it, the sleepless

nights Uhat come when yculre trying to raise something which

approaches a million dollars without violating your own

personal ethics. I can recall one night a long time ago

coming back from a plowing match in Olneyr Illinois uhere

b0th the Senator and I were there and 1:00 olclock in the

morning Mrs. Meek met me and she was crying bittetly. I

said what's the matter, she said our treasurer ip Western

Springs tells me wedve spqnt the $14,000 we had in our

bank account for our o1d age and we have spent about

$10,000 more which has been borrowed. To reimburse the

people our party within the City of Chicago @ho Pust

have funds to assure you victory the primaries. And

told her then in the midst of her tears that I would not

run for the United Stakes Genate, I would drop out in October
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of 1954 unless wfthin two days some'anqel had come along

to pay me to go the rest of the way. The next day met

the Vice-president of the Uniked States
, Mr. Nixon. I1e drove

us downtown to a meeting hc addressed at khe Drake hotel, and

during the course of the eveninq some gentleman from the
Sun Company, I donl: know why , I don't know who he was,

gave me $3,000 worth of $500 bills. Some gentleman from a

brewery qave me about $3,000 and I stuck it in my pocket

I went home so tited I threw it over the back of the chair

and went to bed. Today Ifd have three quns watching that

much money. But so tired and disspirited was I tbat

didn't care. And then, the next morning I said to myself
shall I take thïs money or shall I nok

. And it was just .
enough to cover my immediate television ccmmitments and

I went ahead. There's no darker hour than eomes to a man

of moderate means'whmn he's up against the wealth and the

power that goes with the office. And I can assure you that

unless ethics legislation is given out broad enough and

strong enough to inspire and to give inspiration to the

man of moderate me ans we will indeed be a government of the

rich people, and by the rich people, and for the rich people.

And thatls above politics. And there's one other thinq that

comes into this whole process that I am pleased not Kappy

to tell you, a week after that again , 20...19 years ago

a gentleman came to me from the party office in Washington

and affered me, well into $200,000 if I would ch ange my

allegianee as a Taft Republican to an Eksenhower Republkcan
.

Stubborn, young and foolish . I said why should 1. He said

because %qe want to present a united front
. I said what do

I get out of this. He said you get khe money ho Pay your

television commitments, you get a neuEralizakion cf opposition
,

then you go tc the United States Senate
. And I said what

do I do after I'm there. He said every roll call y9u

8
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ha/e to vote the vay that Sherman Adams tells you to vote

as lonq as you're in the SenaEe. I hold to no credit
,

because I said to hell with it. I thought I was going to

win. Maybe if I thought I w'asv . .lost l would have grabbed

onto it. The point is that from the party standpoint, from

the individual standpoint, if you want men and women like

yourself to run for State office, you're going to have to

develop ethics legislation which not only provides that

we know what the candidates sets, but ke know who gives

the money and hoW much the money might be. If you don't

have the one, you can't have the other. If I have to run

against someone with a great deal of wealth, and he doesn't

get a dime from anyone else: he still has enough mdney to

join the millionaires club in the City of Washington and

I don't. And today in Illinois there are men wondering

if they should have the temcrity to rùn against the present

incumbent, the jùnior Senator from Illinois. Whenever they

pick up that burden they're going to have to spend at least

two million dollars. God knaws where they'll get it. unless

the other side is limited as well as they. That's where

ethics counts, in the party. It counts from a number of

anqles and in closing. I don't understand this leqiglation,

I've read it three times. I'm not a lawyer: if youtll

pardon mey than: God for that. I don't und>rstand the

powers and the provisicns of those people who are going

to run the Ethics Committee. A11 I know is that I make

a prayer to you new friends and old friends in the State

Senate of Illinois. Please; whatever khe mdthod may be

send out to this Floor, on this Floor, or to a conference

commit*ee or to a skudy èommittee wikh expeditâon as its

backing scmnone, somebody, some leadership above politics

here, above any mitigating circumstancoa, abovè any outside

interest to somehcw ör other make this thing come true.



And before we have another election to have
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legislation that will work. I've .been chlded by some of

my lobbyist friends for..ahiving the temerity to make thks

litkle talk today. I'm not ashamed. I think personally

thak the lobbyist has thq greatest stake of a1l in this,

for the special interest people who came along here and

accept and give and accept all sorts of money are not

lobbyist. Theylqe not registered. Theyfre not the people

that provide the facts and I should like to see those

people corrected and I think that all of my friends

in these associations would realize as I have that you

can't have lobbying unless you have faith. And you can't

have good government unless you run out the bad government.

And you canst have good governnent unless you know the

vay in which the legislator is financed. An old friend

of mine named Dirksen said I don't want to be a second

class citizen. I don't want to.e.divulge mg income. That

was a long time ago when Everett said that. Tn line with

his thinking koday, 1:11 bet you he would say the time has

comee'when i.f you want to be in the public eye, then you

have to relinquish the private desires and fearlessly

tell people what you get and wlay you qet it. And I hope

above all things that you will not 1et this die because

it may be the Governor's bill and youdre not on ,that side,

or it nay be Bob Blair's bill and you're not on that side,

or it may be Bill Harris' bill and youfre not on that side.

I don't thxn'k that counEs. I think we're goini to have
to come out now and find out that we've got to put Telsdom

before wealth. Wedve got to put conscience before cash.

And wefve got to put the faith of the people ahead of every-

thing. And last nighk I talked Eo my daughter in Atlanta,

Georgia and my junior high school grandchild had been
crying quite a bit since last Friday night, because she
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didn't quite get the pitch for the èresident of the United

States and her faith had gone. Ladies #nd Gentlemen of the

Senate, any further erosion .of that faitià predicated on a

political bias won't work iny longer. The hour has struck

for 'you to ba statesmen. I know you will be. Thank you.

CiIAIY.GN:'

There have been indications of some questions Mr.

Melk, would you just stay right there for just a minute

or two while a f ew questions are being asked . Senator

Mohr .

SENATOR HOWAIO MOHR :

just have a couple, Mr. Meek. I understand you are

nolç teaahing lobbying out at Triton College in my 'area.

I haven't had a report on that but I do know a couple

of students in your class and I will be talking to uhem

. ..to see just how effective you are. Do you...have you

seen any ehange' ino.oin the lobbyist of years gone by?

Now you lobbie d for h ow many ye ars?

MR. MEEK:

l5.

l6.

17.

18.

l9.

20.

21.

22.
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24.
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3l.
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SENATOR HOWARD MO11R:

Forty. Have you seen any ehange in the lobbyists

from ten years ago to now?

MR . I'WEK :

I think there's been a genuine improvement. I'm

proud to say I think khey have helped in the.a.in the

development .and passaqe of one of the best lobbyist laws

in the Counkry which is what we have today: find that

they are much moreo..of the realization that there must

be facts, there must be principles. I hadn't any selfish

personal aggrandizement and I think they're doing an

qxemplary job. That one of the finest...l didn't know
about.it, sebems to have occurred in March when thg- l.pbbyists .

11
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pulled together, the new Members of the Legislature took over

ëqoble Lee's old function and tried to teach these people

not aboit anything favorable to them but what was up and

what would happen in Springfleld and I think the Majority

and Minority leaders atkended.. I think itls better Senator

Mohr.

SENATOR HOWARD HOHR:

1...1 would say that, too. I know beföre I came

down here: lobbyistvwas a dirty word. And 1 don't find

that at all. find that to the contrary. I find that

lobbyists are most help in all of the committees that

. . .that I've appeared, or been a member of. And 1...

I think that the lobbyists that we have here in Spring-

field are second to none. That's not my argument. Were

you lobbied by the Governor to come down and talk. about

Gzis subject of ethicsR

MR. MEEK:

I gok one telephone call from a gentleman named

Andy Leahy whols Mary Lee's husband. She was a Con-con

delegate and sat near me, and I have met Andy there and

he asked me would cone down and discuss the Governor's

lobbying legislation.

SENATOR HOWARD MOHR:

Did you talk to the Governor about the...?

MR. MEZK :

No sir . I did not .

SENATOR HOWAP.D MOHR :

Good.

MR . MEEK :

20.

2l.
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33.

SENATOR HOWARP MOHR :
llave you...youlve been around here a little bit, not

as much as you used to, but have you heard of the Governor

12
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doin: any lobbying?

MR. MEEK:

' i i Senator Mohr, I appreciate the intent of2 ere aqa n,

khe question anda..it recalls to mind the fact that both

the Chicago Tribune and the Chicago Sun-Times seem to feel

favorably inalined koward this series of bills
, and yet in

each one of their qditorializations there was some concern

about the moiivation behind this legislation. That is not

for me to describe, that is not for me to mention. That

is not for me to indulge in. A1l I'm trying to say is'

thatwhatever Lhe vehiele may be, Were it by the Lord or

were it by Satanz and if it were good enough to buy, thks

is the tine to buy it.

SENATOR HOWARD MOHR:

Well,...I...I personally donlt care for people that

talk out of :0th sides of their mouth, I find. . .and I'm

not referring to.you, 1...1 find it ver offensive to

have people get up on the...pedestal and say they're holier

than laous and so forthe and they aren't really. And I want

to tell you what I kold one of the Governor's men not too

long ago, that in my short seven years in Springfield, I

have never seen as much lobbying going on as I have in the

past eight months, nine months since Governor Walker has

taken over. And I will take an oath on this. There's...

this Body is being lobbied every day of the week, this

Body has got more deals offered to it on our side of the

aislel and I yill have people tlzat would stand up and...

and tell you..-and tell the Goverhor right to his face

that we're being lobbied here. There are phone messases

from certain people in the Governor's offiee, offering a11

kinds of deals. And if We're going to start A'pith clean

. . .whatever we call the act here the...

l1R . MEEX :

2O.

21.

22.

24.

25.

27.
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'Ethics...

2 . SENATOR HOWARD MOHR:

Well, not ethics, you..wthere's anokher Mr. Clean

type name for Ehise...honest government act. If we're

going to start with that we should start when bqe come in

the front door and work up to the second floor and then

up to the third floor ànd quit fooling the public.

that's where we should start, downstairs when you come

in this building and I resent people talking about lobbyists

because I cml put my hand on the bookw..the Good Book and...

and argue the point that lobbyists have been very, very

helpful to this legislative Body.

MR. MEEK:

I appreciate the comment, I would only add that since

the days whem Horner was Governor, through the famous 100

days and on down to the Green days and the S trakton days

and the Kerner days and the Shapiro days and the Ogilvie

days and up to now, there is always...some degree of

wonderment as to how much is this and how much is that

and my...my point is whatever it might have been, Senator

Mohr that would inspire this, to kill it off or to brush

it aside because of possible connotations to whieh you

refer I think wouldn't be acceptable to the people of

Illinois, even it might...

SENATOR HOWARD MOHR:

IIm not kalking abou: killing iE off. Ilm gaying

we're talking about...those that are talking abouk

ethics and doing something about .it should take a good

look at theiy own operakionsz number one. That's my

point. And, we can talk about any industry, any business

. .wthe newspapers, any business that you want to talk

about and find fault with khem.

MR. LCEK:
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2 .

agree. 14..1...

SENATOR HOWARD MOHR :

There are good and bad in every Sfalk of llfe.
MR. MEEK:

just happen to be very fond of tha legislative

process. know it much better than T do *he executive

process. If mistakes have been made, theylve been mistakes

that 1 know nothing about, and obviously I read the papers

a lot. All I1m trying to say is that the people of Illinois

I think feel very strongly that there's a plaque in boEh

of our houses and if we try ko make this charge and you

try to make the charge and it may have substance, I don't

think politically it's going to do any other than make

the people stick their tongues in their 'cheeks and say

well, here we-go again...

SENATOR HOWARD MOHR:

Wellz I...I .want to tell you Oy experience with

ethics and then 1:11...1111.. close. had two letters

on the subject of ethies, two. So I donete.myou know,

it...it may be important but I think the people that

elect members of the House and the Senate it's their

duty and their responsibility to know who theydre electing.

And who they send down here, that's where it starts. Those

people should get involved at home working with their...

their members and.m.know them. Thates...thatls where

it starts. But I just want to make it perfectly clear
that those .that are talking about ethics, 1...1 honestly

and sincerely question whether...if we could have these

bllls passed in 50th of these Bodies. I personally would

like to have it laid on the Govornorls desk. I1d like...

Ifd like to see that. Beeause he.v.he would be in a spot

to take action and...I...I donfE think he could sign the

bill.
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MR. MEEK:

Well, I of course shouldn't debate any further on this

't Senator Mohr excepE io say that I know that youand I shan ,

and I know that the Gentlemen, the Ladies over here and over

here will shortly rise above any of these charges which may

be levied against the speaker or against the president pro-

Eem or against the Minority Leader. I don't knov. And I

. ..1 don't blame people and this is the tautest, tiqhtest,

tensest Session I've ever seen. I wouldn't want to be down

here any more. I justvvvit isn': like the old days? it

isn'k like the camaraderie. It isnlk like it used to be.

I don't know whose fault it is, and I will agree with you

a thousand percent that the people should have to take their

own responsibilities but one thïng is very, very clear the

people can't assume the full responsibilities of electing

..good people in office unless they know the true background

of these peopley.fairly given and fairly said. And if

you're going to have good government to drive out bad

government you have to elect it first. And the people

that T know and you know are not in a position to determine

all of these facts of income that are there. This is What

it's for and...

SENATOR IIOWARD MOHR :

Well it would be nice to..mto include the whole world into

this thing. Wd'd like to be able to bring in lawkers, we'd
like to brinq in doctors, we'd like Eo bring in nelgspaper

men, weld likc to bring in bankers, would.

MR. MEEK z

You'd ltke to brinq in the people thak work for the

'bureaus too.

SENATOR BOWARD MO11R:

. . .We're dealing witho..we are dealins with these People

on a day-to-day basis J.n our own personal lives and I'd like
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l7.

l8.

to make sure that Eheydre ethical.

MR. MEEK:

I w8uld agree with you thoroughly, the only thinq that

I kould make, and I'd better close my end of it is that

the.emto have the legislation that would provide a knowledge

of...of basic ethies, the things that people need would be

a very helpful thing in this particular society. I personally

don't care about whether a man gets $100 or a $1,000 from

the X, 2 company. Some men will cut the throats of other

men for a $100...

SENATOR HOWARD MOHR:

They aren't a11 necessarily political figures.

MR. MEEK:

That's quite right. That's quite right.

SENATOR HOWARD MOHR:

I would close in aqking you one guestion. We on the

Executive Committee have had before us a couple of people that

we asked what contributions they made to the Governor in

his campaiqn. Andw..one gentleman wouldn't give us the

fiqure. We have reason to believe it's $50,000.. That's

never been declared or any arount has never been declared

by the Governor. He did a lot of preaching about what he

was going to do and..oin ekhics leqislation and so forth

after he was elected. And he was qoing to disqlose his

campaign contributions. This hasn't been done. What would

you say about a man Ehat came before r committee as head
of the Govornor's Finance çoncittee in the campaign that

didn't ltnow whether he received $10,000 or $50,000 from

a eertain indlvidual ln a campaign. There werg...apparently

no records of this and'...the head nan of the Governor's

own force didn't know how much money a person contyibuted.

17o you . . .'

MR . MEEK :
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Well, Senator'plohr as an individua k not representing
anyone but Myself. That is in a large sense a local version

of a national Watergate, that's the same thing wepre talking

about at both levels. One's a Republican, one's a Democr4t,

there's a plague in both our Houses. And itfs got to be

cleaned outy. and those issues have to be...the door has

to be shut on them because this isn't a matter of Republicans

and Democbats this a matter of basic faith in the form

of government and iE's being eroded very quickly and 1...

SENATOR HOWARD MOHR:

It's being eroded because there's people that are

double talking and not really.n saying what they meane

or acting ino..in the manner in whieh they...they profess.

That's whate..that's what it's a1l about.

l4R. MEEK:

I value your frieniship, what you have to do I would
imagine is to rise above the personal foelings you have

ahd to invoke the principles in whieh you believe and

let the personalities take the hind...

SENATOR HOWARD MOHR:

Well, 1'11...1111 elose in saying, in my opinion you

don't legislate morality.

MR. MEEK;

Never, any more than you legislate...PEPC# fair employment

practices, lots of thinqs they've got to begin in your

heart, the rest is mockery. Thahk you.
#

CHAIRMAN:

Senator Partee.

SENATOR PANTEEZ

Mr. Meek let me s*y first of all that I appreciated the

way you discussed this matter, particularly personalizakion

of campaign financing and expenditures. Becaute many

eople talk about it in rather ethereal 'terms and youP

19
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l0.

l2.
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l4.

talked about it'very personally. I want you to know

I appreciate thak.

MR. AXEK:

Thank you.

SENATOR PARTEE;

And one of the things that has occurrod to me and

youz statement really brought out this in my mind is

that there have been a continuous spiral of escalating

costs in campaign costs and expenditures. You mentioned

the figure $900,000. back in 1954 and today that's almost

de minimis in the same kind of campaign. It occurs to

me that either eventually pnly .pecple who are of independent

me ans or pecple who are possessed by th3se of independent

me ans can ever run for office in this country.

MR . I4EEK :

I agree with that.l6.

l7.

18.

SENATOR PARTEEJ

Ccncomitanily that eliminates a large segment of the
population who may be industry, native ability or intelligence

be able to make a contribution Eo our government. think

itfs unfortunate that we've gotten ourselves into such a

position where we have virkually eliminated a large

segment of competent people who can't run for o ffice

because of the economic burdens of that office. Now

let me ask you if since 1954 you had occasion Eo think

about any method or any methodclogy by which we can

lessen for the individual candidate the cost of running

for office.

MR. lzcEM:

thini that the...there has to be a limitation

somewhere along the line at the various scales like

a. national cfficq or state office or a congressional

office or a local offkce.. There .has to ba a limit

20.
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33.
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j: . 'put pn t e amount of exposure by the press media 
, the

TV and the radio. There has to ba an equalizer fashicned

in there someplace so the dominants won't come and I

think that there...there should be, however, a'.vea figure

high enough in...in khe individual contributions to...

belp out, not $5.00 but maybe $100, $500 would be the

height in ny.o.in my estimation. The thing that I resent

is.oeis the people who..ewell, if I decided to run for

the United States Senate tomorrow, and you passed this

Euzics Legislati'on as I've read it, and it may be very

circumspect Senator Partee, it would seem to me that

I wouldn't be able too..to get any more than $5û or a feW

bucks here and there and the party, if I was lucky to

get in the primaries which would be doubtful, but on the

other hand, A rich man in either party who has a toy
idea of what this is a11 about can by his own finances

raise enough money, if there'k no limik on what he can

spend, he can raike enough .money to make it foolish for

me to even try to run for office. Bluntly, Ilm...I'm

speaking of, put them together, the Kennedysf. the Percys,

the stevensons, they all have incomes which make mine

look like a child's income. If I tried to run any...

against any of these gentlemen: I'm done. So, I...unless

. . .unless thereîs some way that theylre limited in What

they can use their fortune to spend and how to spend it...

That's the limitation that I don't see in here. Maybe

I haven't found it. Buk I'm looking for it becauge you're

going to create a...a whole procedure of where rieh people

are going to be protected by a 1aw which is supposed to

get at them.

SENATOR PARTEE:

In other words, any.g.any lâmitation or any figure

set would necessarily be ah arbitrary one.

31.

32.A

33.
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MR. MEEK:

Of course.

SENATOR PARTEE:

And it may or may not serve the purposes intended.

Isn't that correct?

MR. HLEK:'

That's rightz sir.
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SENATOR PARTEE:

So tlzat leads me to ask you this? if you would take

a look at or how you would view participation by a unit

of government in this instance the Stake government and

in a measure funding the canpaign of any candidate who

soughk to run.z. Let me put it this way. There is a State

in the United States that I think of# that has this kind

of funding provision for candidates. Every candidate

above the level of circuit court judgez they have circuit

court judges, appellate court judges, supreme court judges,
all State officers and al1 Legislators fron b0th Houses

are permitted at no cost to themselves to submit a bio-

graphy if you will or a statement of candidacy if you

will consisking of 350 words. Those statements are then

bound in a booklet bg the Secretary of State and are

then disseminated to every registered voter, the cost

being paid by che State ikself. That in the first instance

it seems to mé glves every voter an opportunity if he

desiras to avaïl himself of it knowing something about

alà of the candidates. And tizat in a measure would

be, I think, when coupled with spending limitations

a healt'ny way to go. it wouid suggeat to me that lt

would then say to a candfdate that the amoûnt of money

that you say you need to spend would be substantially

diminished by this kind of a funding proposition. There

are other ways for states to fund candidacies and I'l not
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oing into tltem to' day . One of them came the f orm of

a bill introduced last year here by Senator Mccarthy .

But khif seems to me to be an initial step in helping

to fund candidacies to a point where it would not be

necessary for people to have unlimited finances to get

thelr name, kheir message, their curriculum vitae to

the people in some form. Now, I'm just wonderinq how

you would react to that kind of a State expense.

MR. LG EK:

Well, this $350...0r 350-word treatise that youlre

. . .we're going to get together for each candidate, the

pay-off, using the word properlg is what is this going

to tell? donft care if a man is in insurance business

or in tha real estate business or the retail businesse

I'd want him to be that way were he in the State Senate.

I'd like to see him on.the insurance committee or on

the banking committee were he skilled ak that. I'd like

to see hin on a consumer committee if there'd be such

a thinq or a license and miscellany commitkee beeause

these people who are elected to the Legislatuke are more

than jealous of tlàe name of the people khey represent and
I can't conceive of a retailer of any common sense with

the pressure We would give him or would have given him,

wanting to be for legislation that would be eçroneous to

the consumer public. I'm...I think that people should be

proud of Senators here in khe room of the occupations

they have. It is the outgide income that interests me.

Now, would that be covered in the 350-word treatise?

SENATOR PARTEE:

The statement wluld be desiqnea and maae by the

candidate himself. ' I would assume it Would put him in

his best light.

MR. hCEK:



2.

3.

4.
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' Welle he would then be required would làe not i f we

have anykhing ôf meaning to..yto say that if he is an

outside directcr in somekhing whiçh he has no interest

in Sgouldnft he have to say so to have ik meahingful.#

1...1 was asked during...

SENATOR PARTEE:

This was...this would not...this would not be in

lieu of a disclosure statement.

MR. MEEK:

Oh, this your expenditure end of it.

SENATOR PARTEE:

That's right.

MR. MEEK:

Al1 right. As long as the...as long as the exposure

end of it covers the other end of it because thaE's

where the voters, please God will at lâst be aler: enough

to find out. And as Senator Mohr said there's ao.xgee,

the voters the ones to blame. But he can't be blamed

for voting for a rascal if he doesn't know the guys

rascal. That's the only..motherwise, put that in the

350 word and youfve got something.

SENATOR PARTEE;

Thank you very much.

CHAIRrAKN :
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SENATOR WOOTEN:

Mr. Meek, I would like to question you directly about

one of the bill that are proposqd. Senate Bill 3 which

amends Ehe Lobbyisks Negiskration Act. There's tlfo ch anîes

contemplated in there, one would have lobbyists register

with the new Ethics Board rather than the Secretary of

State's Office. The first question is would you have any

objection to that kind of a change.
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MR. MEEK:

know you would want me to be very concise and blunt

' 
' 

j. ' 'with you. I m not at at1 sold as ve read through this

on the pol/ers of an Ethics Board as compared to an Election

Board. I.o.that's one of the things would have to be decided

in...one of the two should certainly take the function over

rather than khe Secretary of State.

SENATOR WOOTEN :

What..wcan y6u explain precisely why. You say youAre

not sure what it amounts ta: but what is involved in

registering with the Secretary of Statefs Office that

could not be handled with registerinq with

MR. MEEK:

Nothing that I know of. Nothing that I know of.

It's just a matter of the fact that when we, the Lobby

Law was passed the Serretary of .state .was handy and the

others weren't

SENATOR WOOTEN z

that part could be easily taken

care of, it's just a matter of reqistration. All right,

the other thinq is the elimination of paragraph D under

Section 6. The things that you would not have to report.

The second thing, Senate Bill 3 proposes to do is to

eliminate thatv You have any objection to that, have you
looked that ove'r?

MR. MEEMS)

So in other words

Wellp.wArticle 3 is it?

SENATOR WOOTEN:

It's under Section 6, let's see, it's on page 2, 3. ..

on page 4. :he second ehange would be to eliminake Patagraph

D Whlch says that you don't have to report reasonable and

bona fide expenditures made by the registrant for golf

dag ticketsv legislative dinners, uardp precinct and-p#hcr.
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Would' you...do you see any objection to that change?

MR. MEEK:

Noy frankly I think thak the matker ofo ..of buying

tickets for qolf outings and banquets and events within

reason and particularly if you go yourself to prove that

you're interested in the party rather than in what he

does for your it.q..it's a sound procedure in financing

andgo.it's thè way itfs done.

SENATOR WOOTEN:

I mean you have no objection to reporting that.

So actually the two provisions in Senate Bill 3 at

least as a lobbyist you have no objecEion,to...

MR. MEEK:

No, no, mo.

SENATOR WOOTEN-:

On the face of it. Now: would you care to indicate

to us any additiopal suggestions yeu might wish to make

regarding ethics legislation as it pertains to lobbyists.

l4R. MEEK'f

I have already mentioned the...the other side of the

cbin, the limitation that the individual can give to

the candidate, because frankly 1...1 resent a situation

khere I as an individual candidate am limited to a...a

few thousand dollars in the aggregate and a man running

against me may be a man of considerable wealth whom.vwho

needs no particular funds or has a friend or plenty of

friends who play golf uith him Who would qive hie a

11000, $5000 to $10,000, just as a gift. I don't know

whether this covers this or not, whether that's a park

ofo..a committee procedure or not but that's somethinh
that has to be done or if you discourage the poor here

and expeditd the rich over there, you've just ùndone what
wepre trying to do...that I feel very strongly about it.
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And furthermore ma# I...may I please, just add this that#
2. to al1 of you Gentlemen as the one who's been down here

3. four decddes, the problem ïs one of selfish people and

4. selfish interests and special interest making use of the

Illinois Leqislature and the Congress of the United states

6. to improve their own business, their own competitive situation

7. to use you people as a means of establishing something

8. they want'to market to use you people as a means of lieensing

. something they want to requlate. And until such time as

l0- we stop the pressures which come I think we're always

ll. qoing to have to face this special interest prosram.

I.-.would gamble with you that 2000 of the bills that

l3. are down here could have been avoided had a screening

l4. committee of legislators looked at these and decided

l5. whether they were the beneflt of the khole people or of

l6. limited benefit, and so ,designated them to let you know. I

l7. think that would discouraqe a lot of bills. I don't find

18. it in sales taxes and in unemployment insurance and in

l9. all of the matters that plague you this day a great deal

20. o: this payof: stuff
. The payoff stuff comes frpm some

guy whoes too tired to practice his own citizenry. He's

22 ' , zazy ne'd' like the man that Senator Mohr mentioned
, he s .

23. ' rather buy his way in
, that's where the dough cones.

24. SENATOR wooTsN:

25. I could not agree with your observation more there .

26. If I may just briefly summarize then that what is proposed
*

27. in senaee Bill 3 is Eo changn the registration from

28. secretary of state to this new Ethics Board and to

29. require that you report expendltures for parties and

30. so on and vith neithe: one of those provisions do you

31. disagree
.

:1-2 . MR. MEEK :f.
33. No, as long I...as long as you 1>t me have my doubts
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2.

3.

4.

about the comparisons between the powers of the Ethics

Board and the Elections Boards. That..pthat's what worries

a 1ot of people who are smarter than I am. It just makes
me scared, that's all.

SENATOR WOOTEN:

6.

7.

8.

9.

l0.

ll.

Thank you very much.

CHAIRMAN:

Now, Gentlemene there are five more

witnesses. Let's not load up al1 of the questions on

one man here. Senator Sours has asked, Senator Wooten .

has...and Senator Knuppel has asked and now Senator

Saperstein. Senator Sours.

SENATOR SOURS:

Mr. Presidenty I'm going to try to be brief. I

know everybody. is anxious to learn how I feel about this

Joe. You and I've been friends since yoù ran in 1956

against Paut Douglas, right?

MR. MEEK:

'54

SENATOR SOURS:

'54?

MR. MEEK:

' 
minute.Just a

l3.

l4.

l5.

17.

l8.

2l.

22.

23. I was broke by :56
.

SENATOR SOURS:

You've never kaken me to breakfast? lunch or dinner.

Is that correct? NOW, you..ayou may nOt recall this,

but you presented me one time, not when the Leqislaturels

in session: with a book by Albert Camus. You recall that?

MR. MEEM:

I do indeed.

SENATOR SOURS:

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

32.'?':.

33.

Which I digested within 24 hours and wroté you a letter

about it.



MR. MEEK :

I have it.

SENATOR SOURS:

Furthar you understand that I commuke beiween Peoria

and Chicago, Peoria and Epringfield, daily. And you

don't find me out being entertained by lobbyists. Right?

As a matter of fact it was not too long ago my wife and

were the Aberdeen...Angus, Black Angus. paid my

bill, and I gaze'd upon a number of legislators, I'm not

telling you which House, being entertained by a lobbyist.

I'd like to ask you do you..vbelieve a lobbyist should pay

for the dinner, lunch or breakfast of a...of a legislator

in any situation.

MR. MEE1(:

No, except inasmuch as he may have made a bet with

him on a Bradley football game and lost it or something

like that whicl: he probab ly would. But, 1 think it's a

pretty cheap thing to figure that you can control the

vote cr the interest of a man by a breakfast or a lunch,

and 1...1 don't go for that. When I came down Gentlemen,

d to r'ecite the poem by Kipling if you can keep youruse

head while those about you...I was w anting to go to al1

the dives, and I thought that was the way to be a lobbyist.

And spend money' and fuy them' and a11 that stuff and wine

them and dine them, and pretty soon I found out' Senator

Sours that the leadersnip was working a11 that time and

they weren't out these places. And that the people

that were out there enjoying themselves cqme back and
asked the people who were working out the strakegy what

to do. So I stuçk more wikh the people who are doing

what their supposed to do.

SENATOR SOURS:

Of course anyope of those 30 might be the 30th vote.

4 .
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2.

3.
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5.

6.

Do you agree?

MR. MEEK:

Yes, suro.

SENATOR SOURS:

NoWe...

MR. MEEK:

That worried me a lot.

8.

9.

10.

SENATOR SOURS:

Do yoù look upon this breed of legislation as a juridical

remedy to assist in the moral intendments of the Ten

Commandments?

MR. MEEK:

This particular legislation?

SENATOR SOURE:

All of them.

MR. MXEK:

. . .No, not in this modern day.of where cheapness and

cash and money and bigness and big government, big labor,

big retailing, big agriculture, big traffic. Wedve lost

our frontiers. We have no place to go now but dig it out

ourselves and those morals and that which was the Ten Com-

mandments have become secondary and Ehat's reflected in the

way our children have tbought too.

SENATOR SOURS:

Do you have any notion that a law can make a bad man

ever any...a good Man.

MR. MEEK:

No, but it can make iE a lot tougher to be a bad man

and it can make it a lot easier for ne to pin a bad nlan

rose on h1m than it would otherwise senator. 1. . .1 hnow

who these guys are but Ehe people ouE at TriEon College

where I teach, they don't know and they have n6 way ef

knowing. And the newspapers, you can get a man who's a.. .

l2.
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2.

3.

6.

l0.

ll.

who's a Knight a knave at heart and hels

good on the political party ticket. He's a vote gctter,
his morals, to heck with the morals. The time has comc

when the political parties can do the most by selecting

the peopte of high, unmistakable moral values
. That's the

first step even before thep . .this bill.

SENATOR SOURS:

Well, 1et mo make this statement and I think it

would be...reasonably accurate. There isn't a member

of this Chamber who truly in his own heart wants any

of this legislation. Unless, it applies to everyone.

MR. MEEK :

in looks who can be

l3.

l4.

l5.

That's a11 right.

SàNATOR souns:

Zoning Boards, Aldermenyand you named a critical

people. In Peoria Counby a zoning .matter involves in

many instances millions and it must be geometrically

truer in larqer communities.

MR. MEEK:

That's quite correct.

SENATOR SOURS:

Now. I also, a little while ago heard you coprent

upon limitation of expenditures. Are you about to tell

a rich man that he may not dispose of his property as

he damn well sees fit, any time?

MR. MEEK: e

No, I just get fed up with the fact that the rich

people, some of Ehem in this Country have developed a

aort of a cult that it's nice to makq a plaything of

Legislatures and of Congress and to put their dough in

it, and I'd like to slow them up.

SEUATOR siltpps :

l7.

l8.

l9.
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want to put the strictures of the law on them. In this

Legislatura today I'm told that a candidate, I'm not

telling 'you which House, spent $68,000 in a primary to

defeat a legislator of that same party in the last

election. Would you look upon that as conscionable, or

unconscionable.

MR. MEEK:

I think the man was 'a little on the stupid side.

SENATOR SOURS :

Well, you mentioned man. You mean generically, it

might have bean a woman.

MR. MEE1(:

I'm not going into thak one.

SENATOR SOURS:

All right. Now, do you have any feeling that we in

the Legislature should mander to the common demands of a

few, and I mean that because in all honesty, I haven't

received letter number one from any of my constituents

asking me to either file, espouse or support any ethics

leqislation. --Not letter number one.--Now, I know after

I say this there'll be an avalanche, perhaps. That's what

they call reaction to an action. Now, what do I do?

MR. MEEK:

You...you do what Hudson Sours always does. Number

one, it's a compliment to you that you aren't catching a

little hell because they believe in you in Peoria and

secondlyz you try to makesthe bast out of this and the

realization that if we forever block an effort a: some

kind of workable ethics legislation, we're ln trouble,

whether it's wrong o/ whether it's right. I talk to

too many peopàe. I have people at my church in Wgstern

Springs who say, what you doing now that youfre not

working--which ip a dirty thing to say, anyway. And I



2.

6.

9.

10.

11.

l3.

14.

l5.

say I'm teaching a course in Lobbying, and khey look

at me as though'l had a venereal disease, and I .resent

it. In all of these months that I ran againsi Paul

Douglas, Paul and the Governor chided me because a

lobbyisk had the temerity to run for the United States

senate. And so I finally told them what I think is the

truth tiRat the best disciples, the Twelve Disciples T/ere

the greatest lobbyists for khe best cause of all. Itls

not the...it's the cause that counts and the way you do

it. Nàd this is E4e thing that welre losing sight of kith

these special interests. I want to block the special

interests who throws mud at the right of a man to plead

his case, as an individual or throuqh his association

as a reqistered lobbyist. That's what I want in an

ethics bill. > I want to block that special interest.

SENATOR SOURS:

Couple of other questions and 1'11 quit. Do you

believe that whatever information is filed should be

absolutely confidenkial? And if so, who, meaning a

sinqular personp meaning one, ought to have the right

to look at ik.

MR. MEEK:

Then how are you going to transmit the information

of khe ethics type if you will or the income type to

the people who would like to judge this man for what he

gets and What he does with it.
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SENATOR SOURS:

Welie who...

MR. MEER:

. ..Youpre goinq to have to give some of this to'

SOn2One .

SENATOR SOURS:

Who Would they be? The Internal Revenue Service

32.
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3.

' 

f le don/t lïke thefor example. Now, a lot o peop

Internal Revenue service to know anything about thekr

business.

MR. LVEK:

That's eorrect.

SENATOR SOURS:

Because someday theylre going to die and there'll

be a Form 706, Federal Estate Return filed. And pretty

h honest man whose estate becomes verysoon we ave an

complieated and it sort of evaporates into the lawyersl

fees. Would you want the Internal Revenue Service to

be 'orever barred? You know, that's something we ought

to think about.

MR. MEEK:

I agree. ...On1y to reiterate it Senatozu and I

deeply value this opportunitr to chat with you, and not

buy you a lunch for doing The...I deeply feel that

these questions you bring up are a part of the alarming

nature of ethics legislation and that rather than however

shuttle it aside and say, oh, khak came from the Covernore

or, oh, that came from Bob Blair, or# oh, that came from

Bill Harris, we ought to sit down and see if you can

sell the other members of 14is Senate on your program

as you visualize it. That to me is your job and God
be with you Wiichever you can do.

SENATOR SOUAS;
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3.

4.

8.

in the grease. Otherwise kefre violating the 14th

Amendment to equal protection. Now people know me. I
live in Peoria. Wefve got khe largest distillery in
tùe world. I'm for whiskey. They pay $50,000,000 a
year in direct taxes. We have Caterpillar the larqest
exporter in the United states. I'm for Caterpillar,
they know that. Incidentally Caterpillar bought

one ticket one time for a $125 to a Senate dinner
.

One ticket one time.

MR. IV EK:

They gave me twenty-five bucks to run for the

Senate Legislature, too. I've always felt badly

about that.

SENATOR SODRS:

NoW...What I'zn...what Ilm concerned about is once we

....we iïave all the strietures of the law and we make ik

a Class 4 felony you're going to drive out the competence

and you're going to bring in tha impecunious pool hall

bums. And I mean just that.

l4R. MECK:

I...Iêm not going to answer that one. I told you

at the outaet that I felt that now was the time to decide

what we wanted to do about ethics legislation and that men

of your calibre and associates here were more Ulan capable

of taking what Governor Walker has offered and what Bob

and Bill and the rest of the folks weêe o'fering and make
somethkng out of it but quit stalling the darn thing along

fo/ever because the stall croatms the lack of faith as

mucà as anything else. Mean it. Say it. Say Why you
want khis, uizy you don'k $eant that, then I think it sells and

11 buy it but not just by? We'lL do ft tomorrosçsoMe people wi
because bqe don't like what tlais guy does today

.

SENATOR SOURS:
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Well of couyse my rejoinder ko that would be I'm

not one of these hard to get fellas but I'm not goinq to

ever support a bad bill on something so critical because

what wedre doing wedre laying the heavy hand ôf govern-

ment on everyone hnre. The heavy hand of a revengeful

government ak times. Ion told for example the former

states attorney in Chicago had his...had his favsrites,

he had his enemies, people didn't like that very well.

I don't want the heavy hand of government disagreeing

with me politically and bouncing me down the éewer an;

I think that's true with everyone here. And I want te

close with this. I don't know of anyone in this Chamber

and I'm referring to 59 individuals by name who really,

truly in his own heart supports this pexnicious legislation.

CHAIRMAN:

Now Gentlemen and Ladies let's just'be fair here.

Wedre going to get inkomw.afEer while there's a lot of

witnesses...l go6 three more people that want to ask a

couple questions of Senakor or of Mr. Meek.

MEEK:

Well, Senator Ozinga, I really think that someone

skilled in law and in this procedure such as Mr. Mikva

should be answering a gentleman like Hudson...l'm stupid

but I hope I did a11 right...

ClM I> N:

Well? we'll...we'll...

MEEK:

.. .1 don't mind. Mr. Linebaugh or Mr. Linebauqh Knuppel,

I ain't scared of him.

CHAIRMAN:

You mean you can handle Knuppel? You're 'the only

one in the Senate that might be able to. Senator Knuppel.

SENATOR KNUPPEL :

9 j;u



2.

3.

lO.

11.

I have nothing but the qreatest admiration for

this man whom I served with in khe Constitutional

Convent'ion but I could not agree more than I do

wkth Senator Bours in his comments concerning this

legislation and your reference ko the kwelve disciples

I think brings to point the very thing that's involved

here despite the fact to..of salvation for all times

one of those twelve men fell and he wouldn't have mattered

he had contact with Jesus Uhrist and that wasn't enough

to keep him from falling prey.

ME/K:

Yeah but he wanted khe quick way to heaven he

wanted revolution koday.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

Nevertheless it happened. Now my questions are

this and they bear on your testimony. there anything

wrong with being rich?

MEEK:

With being rich? I don't know but I would imagine

it was the nicest thinq in the world.

SENATOR KNUPPEL :

Al1 right. And is there anything wrong with people

like George Washingtcn or Roosevelt or anybody else that's

rich running for political office and using khose funds?

MEEK:

l3.

14.

l5.

.1 6 .

17.

l8.

l9.

20.
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24.
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27.

28.

No, it's not.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:
1,

Now whatts..vwhat's encouraged here in fact is disclosure

which will mitigate in favor of those people who have been

economically unsuccessful as opposed to the person who has

been economically successful in swing districts? Isnlt

that true?

MEEK:

30.

3l.

32.ek
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I donlt aqreé with that but I don't...

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

Well, your..vyour implication was that if...thak

we adopted something like this you would have had

. . .a poor man would have a better chance against a

rie: man...

MEEK:

Youfll never...youdlâ never knokz Senator Knuppel

until you go for governorsiip which I presume you will

in a short time then youdll find out what I1m talking

abou: from :he dïstriat Where...where you are and

know the district well..oyou donfk.w.you don't have the

kind of problem, the Rind of a mixture...the kind of a

temptation and 1...1 can only say that you can'i know

until you get into the Indian's moceasins or some stupid

statement like that. But I didn't say...I only say

this that I want to...deeide the future of this govern-

ment on the basis of the wisdom of the man as compared

to the wealth of the man and...

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

Al1 right and on that I agree with you but 1et me

cite you what's going to happen. In a safe district,

like for example judges, when they run...when they don't

run against an opponenk, they've never been defeated

regardless of when theydve been found lncompetent by

their fellow lawyers. They still went. The same thing
*

is true in a safe distriat. If lived in a safe dis-
t

trlct that was safely Republican or safely Democratic

wouldnft make a bit of difference whether I disclosed.

The only raees this bill will affect are those in swing dlstrices

and I say they will affect khose in direct proportion

to the...to the amouht of wealth a person has. If

wealthy and successful, I will fail ruùning against a

4 .
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man.who has a large family and who is poor, or I stand

a good chance of it because people will begin to make

their determination on sympathy. Now one othor question,

I heard some comments that 1 thought were kind of pointed

to one side of aisle a little bit ago IIm questicning.

What do you think about a wealthy man who comes into

senatorial districts in downstate Illinois or any other

senatorial district in Illinois and make: contributions

of $1500 on up when he doesnft live in that district?

MEEK:

I...just answers the question you asked me.

think it's a deplorable situation.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

All right and what isr I mean what difference would

it make if..gwith respect to the disclosure?

MEEK:

This isw..that what was 6ne of the points that I

tried to make tha't the man himself .who makes these con-

tributions who comes into this alien . district, this

foreign district he ought to be told...

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

Well don't you think he ought to be forbidden? It

ought to be more than that youpre talking about limitatians

on spending donft you think that you ought to be prohibited

from going into any district where you don't have a direet

interest in making a...campaign contribution?

MEEK:
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Thak's something that you and Senator Sours and your

bretherns should underkake to discuss togekher buE it has

. . .it has meaning and it has a direct contact with %he

subject. Youlre the one Senator that brouqht up the idea

about having any objections to wealthy men move NoW
you want me to regulate the wealthy man.
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SENATOR KNUPPEL:

No, I...I...I'm for regulating the man thatls out.

I personally think tkat being rich' or being financially

or economically successful ,is some indication of the

man's ability to serve here and that I ought not to be

prejudiced by 1ze Stake financing some unsuccessful man

whols been successful only at breeding against me, where

he runs a picture of himself and twelve children and

everybody feels sorry for him.

MR. IV EK:

I don't blame hin.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

A1l righk now in closing a1l I can say is this I

agree with Senator Sours. We've got the township officials

now on the pan I don't personally think that I've read

thing that maies what they did so .awfully bad. I haven'tany

had one letter like Senator Sours, probably an avalanche now.

But I haven't had one letker, paople are concerned about

morality in governmenk, this 1111 buy. But they aren't

concerned enough or haven't been concerned enough to write

a single letter to me. Now, what they want is performance

by action. Disclosure won't guarantee that because men like

Agnew and al1 the rest of these people violaked express laws

about paying their income tax or taking kickbacks. Wedve

had a1l kinds 'of laws and as long...more than that this

didnlt cause khese people to be honest. More than that Tçhen

you get all done with it what the hell did they get?

Twelve days and twelve dollars. That's whqt the people cares

about. Your judges are going to turn them loose and
submit to you thak based on Ehe sentence that WaG passed

down on our Vice President that we're wasting our time here

in considering ethics legislation beeause all the persolo s

going to qet from the court if he's got the power is a
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slap on thé hand.

CHAIMW C:

Senator Saperstein.

SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

Mr. l4eek; you and I have known each other for a

very long time.

MR. MEEK:

You were

SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

Thank you. Thank you. ...1 was interested in your

comments...

a little child when you came to Springfield.8.

9.

l0.

ll.

l2.

13.

CHAIRMAN:

. . .Let's confine outself to ethies.

SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

Pardon me.

MR. MEEK:

l 5 .

1 6

17. Stick to ethics.

SENATOR SAPCRSTEIN:

A1l right.

MR. MEEK :

To nice people that's ethics.

SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

Is this.o.is this...senator Ozinga is this charged

to Mr. Meek or to me?

CIIAI RtMAN :

l9.
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That went botà Ways.

SENATOR SAPERSTEIN :

To b0th of us. A1l tight. ...Mr. Mepk, I was

interested ln comnent about perhaps a suggestion you

made that in order to determine which bills are special

interest bills, which bills affecting the general

welfare that we ought to have a screening committee.

That puzzles me a little bit because I think when we

40
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are elected by oub representative districts that our

contituents expect us to use the judgments that they feel

we have*otherwise they would not, you know, elect us

to come down and represent them. So why do you think

this is a better method?

MR. MEEK:

Well, Senator Saperstein, as an actual example

what I...what I proposed.once in the House, some Com-

mittee a lonq time aqo was that a committee of six legislators

or eight, I don't care which should sit as a sork of rules

committee in theg..in the United State Congress comparable

to that, thak all bills that have to do with other than

tax and education and otber bills should be reviewed by

them to determine whether or not this legislation was of

sufficient importance to spend the taxpayers money to take

your time and your monqy: to wrap salted nuts in cellophane,

to bell kittens or to bell cats or tp.poto license this

people against that people., or in my own...my own instance

to try for a Sunday closing ack.. Had we had a screening

in the Illinois Legislature and Frank, senator Qzinga and

I went ko that, the screening commlttee mïght have been con-

vinced that this legislation was for the benefit of the

entire State. They Would have so indicated, if not I think

I would have been discouraged and not try to have processed

that legislation. All that I'm saying is that too many

people, too many people who are weak in this World want to

use the Legislature as a means to profit and the only way

you can stop it and the only way you can stop the special

interest people is to set up such a committee. Youlre not

denying your people the right to consider the bill you

shall consider the bill, you don't stop tlae b11l, you
. I *

simply designake i: as to one type of bill or another.

SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:
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. . .1...1 just can't agree with you but that's

beside the point. 1...1 was interested in your reason

for the establishment of the committee...

MR. MEEK:

Well, itdso.oit's largely because every...this...this

Legislature, your Senate, is crowded with hundreds and

hundreds and thousands of bills and the job of...of...

hearing them all, of understanding them all, of processipg

them all equitably of being fair to everyone is almost

impossible because of the size and number. And a great

many of tùose bills are simply not in the interest of

the people of the State of Illinois at all. Theydre

simply.mothey're simply the fetcher bills. Geeo..that

gets me back forty years, I must think of that, Mae

West bills. Theydre come up and see me sometime bills.

Theylre sent in here..#theyfre sent in here by people

who are told that if theyrll give some punk five

thousand bucks theylll pass the bill rather than go do

the job as citizens in a perfectly, properly, orderly
way. And they ought to be made to do it in a perfectly,

properly, orderly way or not have a chance at all.

SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

And you think a committee of that sort or a committee

of the Senate or the House or whatever you might call it

would be successful in screening out those kinds of bills.

MR. MEEK:

Well: it would have stopped me probably from spending

a 1ot of time in the Senate and the House on a Sunday

closing bill about a dozen years ago because I would have

been told this is special legislaEion Ehat rekailing wants

for competltive reasons. That isn't so but tf they had
of said it I would have dropped it. But I went ahead and

%qe spent a 1ot qf your time and money fooling around with
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SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

Okay thank you Mr...

MEEK:

4. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Okay. Thank you Mr. Meek for your testimony and

a1l of the witnesses. And now we have as the next

witness the Attorney General of the State of Illinois,

Bill Scott. General, the microphone is yours.

SCOTT:

Thank you very much Mr. chairmang Members of the

Committee. ...Enjoyed hearing the comments from my

longtime close friend Joe Meek and agree with many of

the things that he said and agreed with some of Senator

Mohr's comments. As you know I've testified before

this Senate: before the House of Representatives con-

sistently for the last ten years that Ifve been in public

life for ethics legislation, for campaign disclosures,

for limitations on campaign spending and limitations on

campaign contributions and I can...will continue to testify

in those fièlds and particularly now with the tremendous

concern on the part .of this nation and the people of this

State in the field of campaign disclosures and expenditures.

Al1 of us Republicans' and Delccrats alike were shocked that

literally hundreds of thousands of dollars were spent by

the Creek Committee for bugging and detectives and dirty

tricks and wefre shocked to hear *he rumors that we still

hear today that dirty tricks and bugging apd detectives

are used on the State level by some of the candidakes.

WeRre shocked to hear of tremendous amounts of sums, millions

of dollars spent campaign and nokhing accounted for. I'm

ïnvolved in scveral lawsuits that deal with these questions.

We are defending the Governor's executive order on ethics
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statements from the employees and tho former First Assistant

Attorney Generals of mine: Wally Ackerman, Judge Ackerman

held that constitutional and we are defending that
. . . . . z ( .. . .t)icase in the courts

. We just received word frop the : ?.

Illinois Supreme Court that they will accept our appeal

from the Circuit Court of Cook County that held un-

constitutional Governor Walker's Executive Order No.

that required disclosures on the part of suppliers or

contractors or anybody else doing business with the State.

And as my job as a lawyer for the Cevernor's Office, even

though sometimes he doesn't recognize that's my job we

are defending thaE position and defending that legislation.

We are appealing directly to the Illinois Supreme Court

the recent ruling holding unconstitutional the regulation

tha: you people in the Legislature passed dealing with

whekher or not somebody. in the liquor business can make a

political contribution and we have assigned to those cases

the First Assistant Attorney General. The reason I mention

this is that I think that Senator Mohr had a very good point

about being prepared to establish your credentials when

you're coning to the Legislature to talk about canpaign

disclosures or campaign spending. Generally speaking I

favor...most of the things in the Governorls package. Like

Joe Meek I question very seriously as. to whethçr thd proper place

to utilize for these disclosures is an agency in the Governor's

Office or whether it should be the State Election Board#

which is set up on a bi-pqrtisan basis by the Legislature.

And I also question very seriously some of the things that

are eliminated and aren't included in this such as any type

of limits on giftsr ahy type of limits on spending. There

is no mention of any type of disclosures. We certainly

would have been aware of the Watergate problems a loqg time

ago if the Creek Committee had benn forced to disclosa
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that they spent $500,000 with a fellow by the name of

Liddy to do everythinq but buy red wigs to electronic

equipment for bugging. And certainly if the candida*cs

Were required to say what they were doing with the

money we'd be able to deal with these problems the

dirty tricks and electronic surveillance and all of the

rest. And so I think it is a very significant and a

very tragic omission that there is nathing that deals

with eampaign expenditures. But, again, just as I have done

consistently I am urging the Legislature ko pass meaningful

legislation on campaign disclosures and expenditures.

Comptroller George Lindberg and myself will be working

With Senator Roe on his ethics bill. Senator John Nimrod

is working on a series of bills dealing wikh campaign dis-

closures and expenditures and we will do a1l bqe can to help

in that. But bearing Sènator Mohr's comments in mind I

have done a number of things that I think it would be wise

for anybody submitting ethies legislation or campaign dis-

closure legislation to follow. First of all, I've had our

Campaign Citizens Committee which is headed up by San Witwer

khe former President of the Constitutional Convention to

compzze the zzst o: a1z the thousands or peopze that con-

zouteu to my campaiqn for attorney ceneraz :n' z972.tr

These lists will be available either in the Attorney Generalfs

Office in Springfield or the Attorney General's Office in

chicaqo for anybody to come into and Alook at. We had a

linllt in our campaign that''we recommended by our finance

chàirman Sam Dean anJ okhers of $6,000. We arrived at that

limit because there happens to be a thlng called the Federal

Gift 'rax. some of uhese people that give $50:000 or $100,000

or millions of dollars may very well find out that they're

going to have some serious problems under the Federar Gift Act.

And for that reason we arrived at the amount that a person who

is married is allowed to qive to a campaign or give to
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anybddy a $6:000'. We applied that limkt even to the

joint unions that supported me. I see De Gilpin.who's

sitting here today from the United Auto Workers con-

tributed approximately $6,000. They contributed money

and they also contributed a car. The Teamstero which

is the largest union in the State with a 190,000 members

Which endorsed me contributed $G,û00. I've also asked

i firm Arthur Young which is one of theour account ng

largest accounting firms in tbis mation to pot together

a compleke breakdown of the expenditures that we spent in

the campaign. We will list how the money was raised . Most

of it was raised in a series of three dinners but we will

also list how it was spent and youfll find that the largest

expenditure by far, of course, is for radio and television

and as Senato; Partee mentioned has become an overwhelming

expense for candidates. We were able to raise somewhere in the

vicinity of $420e000 and it cost u:, to raise that, somewhere

around $50,000. We had to pay for food for example at the

dinners. But wlxataver those figures are, they will be com-

pletely audited by a top-rated accounting firm Arthur Young

and Company and made available. Now, the reason Ulat I'm doing

khis is not that I know Who everybody is in my list. You can't

have thousand and thousands of people contribute. I see

that we've got Stanley Johnson in here and I see the Presi-

dent of the AFL-CIO sitting up there and I don't know

whether it's stanley Johnson or whether it's some other

Stanley Johnson because our funds were raised at dinners

tàat people sold tïckets to. But I do hlnk that lf scme-

body is goinq to come into this Legislature and present a

series of bills like this that they put their noney where

their m011th is and for that reason we are fully prepared

to do this despite the fact that a large nuMAer of Democrats

who are close friends of mine may be embarrassed if they

contribute to a Republican Attorney General. I hope
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noe. Peopïe like khe former Governbr of the State,

Sam Shapiro. People like incmlbent officeholders

Frank Chesrol: for example the former president of

khe Sanitary District and Commissioner. We have a mix

of all types of people businessmen, labor people,

farmers. 'But I do think that these are very unusual

times and I think we.omhave to deal with this question

of campaign disclosures and campaign expenditures.

This incredible expenditure of money, there has to be

some type of a limit. I don't know what it could feel

like to sit in office and to know that you own somebody

a million or a million and a half dollars and you have

to go out to retire khat. Thank Cod Ifve never had that

feeling. We've nevar borro:?ed any money, werve never

spent any money that we didn't have. But how would you

like to be that Governor of this State sitting there wiEh

a million or a million and a half or whatever the figure

is hanging over your head when you're making the deeisions

that affect the 11 million people in this State. That's

why it's essential that we have to get some type of reason-

ableness into this whole ïncredible question of campaign

spending. To hear peopke talk about Ehree million or five

million dollars to run for an office that pays 45 or 50

thousand dollars is incredible. And certainly as Joe Meek

said that those of us and I think most of us in this room

are in that category that aren't multimillionaires and that

don't want to obligate ourselves to some sugar daddy for

hundreds of thousands of dqllars but do feel that we can
contribute to the public welfare of this SLate need some

kind 8f help from the Legislature in this field of realistie

campaign limitationp realistic disclosure of expenditures

so that we can have fairplay and that the dirty tricks can

be eliminated. And if necessary to assure the confidence of

the State a disclosure of where the fmlds cam from. So I am hera
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1 to testify for the general principle of campaign dis-

closures and campaign funding on a realiatic basis.

CIIA I RMAN :

Senator Buzbee.

SENATOR BUZBEE:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Attorney General Scott, I

have two questions here-o.you zaid in your own campaign that

youp..that $6,000 was the' maximum amount that you would

accept. And you apparently from other remarks you made

that you are working with other legislators now working

on...on dollar amount legislation.

SCOTT:

No, 1...1 dontt know if there's any dollar amount

legislation. To at I...what Iêm saying is that I'm...

I'm here testifying in a way for the Democratic Governor's

bills but Ilm also prepared to testify for bills that the '

Senators like Senator Nimrod are working on that deal

primarily with campaign disclosure, I don't know if they

have anything to do with limitations. I feel, as a lawyer,

that people are taking a risk contributing more.than $6,000

because they may find out khat theylre violating the

Federal Gift Tax Law.

SENAQOR BUZBEE:

I...My question is, I an very concerned about this

same thing also and I'm wondering if you have any particular

ideas on kop amounts Legislators shonld accapt.

SCOTT :

Nop as I said how we arrived at the 6,000 figure and

. . .and believe me we sqere very limited we didn't have to

turn people down. Bu: the...the reason we arrived at the

6r00Q figure ts that having been a Pederal ProsecMtor and

belnc aware thaE Ehere is a Pederal Gift Tax Law, I think that

some of these people that have been droppinq these fifty or
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hundred thousand dollar contributions may very well

find theirselve's in the receiving end of a lawsuit.

SENATOR BUZBEE:

. . .The second question that I...one I really want

to get at is you ake publishing the names of your con-

kributors.

SCOTT:

Well, wetre making them available...

SENATOR BUZBEE:

That's whak I mean. That's what I mean. But the .

question is did you announce this prior to your accepting

these contributions..-are you just now making...

SCOTT:

No. And thisv..this had a great deal ofo..of soul

searching that's gone into it. There's no question that

I am going to get some lumps for putting' down the list of

my contributors. know some guys that are going to come

up to me and they are going to say why in the world did

you do this. Senator Knuppel's o1d boss and friend's

brother contributod to my campaign but Don Clark is >. robably

going' to have to explain to a 1ot of his Democratic friends

what in the world he was doing contributing to a Republican

Attorney General. That's unfortunate. don't know...

you know but those things are going to happen and...and

that..oand I know that some people are going to not be

happy that We pointed out that they...

SENATOR BUZBEE:

Okay. Well what...what Ilm trying to get at General

is...is a very, very real problem for candidates. Example

there is a particular group that is expressed a great interest

in my candidacy the next time and when I told them I was

okng to disclose the amounts of contributions their mouthsg

dropped and said that means the dif f erence in 2 or 3
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thousand dollars 'down to about $750. Now khat's a real

.. .rea1 live problem for political candidates.

SCOTT:

think that's a very valid one and..a)4d...
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SENATOR BUZBEE:

A very good reason for having ethics legislation so

we can disclose...so we can get everybody to show exactly

how muci money we are getking from what inkerest groups

and frcm what individuals.

SCOTT:

In one way tf course too is I think in...in 1ot of

the legislation as being proposed...l know in Senator

Nimrod's the suggestion is that ito..if you have some

kind of a limit that.o.you then a11 you have to do is

list the names of the people that contributed and not

khe amounts so somebody won't say well why did you give

him $500 and you only gave me $50.

SENATOR BUZBEE:

Well, thak sounds very good but you know if I got...

the difference my getting $l0 or $6,000 from a particular

interest group that could mean a big difference in my own

I think those amounts are 'going to have to be dis-Case.

closed. IE doqsn't make any difference if, you know if I

get...the ideal thing would be in my campaisn if I could

get 20,000 people to give me a $1 a piece. But I'm not

going to get that, we a11 know that and so you know I don't

think this is going to do any good just to...just to put in

names unless you put in amounts also.

SCOTT:

Well, I think...l think it would be preferable but

aqain what I'm saying is that any step fonçard at this time

is vital. So whethe/ you just list the names of the limit

or say somebody owed- .l, for one. would die of intmrest

to know how mueh Mayor Daley contributed to Governor Walker
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but I don't if èheo..if the Governor will teli anybody.

He's been goiné a1l around the State and never acknowledging

that he helped him. But this is the kind of thing that...

SENATOR BUZBEE:

. . .My...my whole point is that in your...in your

announced intention now of apparently disclosing in the

future and it is my announced intention to disclose in

the future...we are going to eost ourselves in campaign

contributions...

BCOTT:

No question about it.

SENATOR BUZBEE:

.. .and I don't know how we go about making up for this

unless we accept Senator Partee's recommendation that we

do finally at the State level get guts enough to say wedre

going to finance campaigns out of talpayers dollars instead

of out of special interest gtoup dollars.

SCOTT:

But the big problem is these incredlble kelevision

expenditures. The...the media kalks about fund raising

and then comes around and chargos you a fortune too..to

have any type of advertising.

CHAIRMAN:

Are there ahy other questions? Thank you General.

SCOTT;

If not 1'11 get back to work. Thank you vnry much.

CHAIRMAN:

A11 righiv Abner J. Mikva of the Board of Ethics.

What title do I use Abnet; No, say what title do I use?

Congressman: Representative? Ex-congressman. Ex-congress-

man, ex...Mr. Abner Mikva of the Board of Ethies.

MIKVA:

Thank you Senator Ozinga and...and the Senate for
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giving me this opportunity to add my support of stronger

èthics laws for Illinois. IE's been seven years since

I sat toge ther l/ith a number of the current mele ers of

this Body and the other Bodg and the General Assembly.

Somebody obviously tore the place apart since I left

I couldn't recognizç it when I looked inside the door.

Much has changed since that time but some thkngs still

seem very familiar. I cah, for instance, recall appearing

.befote comml*tnes of the Senate in support of ethics bills

sponsored by Adlai Stevenson and myself which were not too

different from some of the bills which I appear before you

to suppork today. In those days, the word in the corridors

was that Illinois wasnlt ready for reform, that full dis-

closura of campaign finances and personal finances was tco

much to aak of public officials. Thak the people really

Qidn't care about honesty in government. I hope Uzat Kord

in the corridors is changed. I must say from the questions

I hopew.omy hope is valid. There's a 1ot to be done in

reforminq our laws relating to official corruption. In

the Illinois Statutes for example there are over l50

separake provisions concerning confliet of interest each

one affacting diffarent groups of public officials and having

different penalties ranging al1 the way up to five years in

jail and in some cases no penalties whatsoever. I defy even
the erudite Senator Sours to be able to tell me what al1 l50

of those separate laws are. I had aolaw sEudenk working

last sunmerm..not only in tmy behalf but on behalf of a

rdsearch project she Was doing for the law schopl and she's

not sure she raught al1 of the separate laws wàich impose

rules of the road for al1 of you Eo follow. NoW what kind

of rules are they when you don't know they exiat.. The

people Jon't know they axist and theylre incapable of any

kind of...of measured response. The bills in zupport of
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which I appear before you today are not an attempt to

provide a panacea of honesty ïn government. xhat they're

intended to do is bring some order out of the chaos that

now exists, to close up som'e of the loopholes that we can

now drive Mack trucks through in terms of some of the so-called

ethics leg'islation we have on the books . And to put in

one place for you and the public to know what the rules

are by which youlre operating your campaign and your personal

responses. Indee/ the bills that I support today really

are very modest. I've heard General Scott suggest that he

would like to see them stronger in some respects. So would

1. I hope that many of you would too, but I think theyRre

the first babysteps toward effecting a code of conduct for

Illinois officialdom Which will start to restore the con-

fidence of people in their publica..and their public officials
.

The three forms which Ehese bills achieve basically are

one, full disclosure of campaign finances and expenditures;

two, full disclosure of the personal finances of state

officials anu three, the establishment of a board of ethics

to police the ethics of state goverament. And let me say

parenthatically thatoo.senator Oztnga introduced ne as the

Chairman of the Board of Ethics. I assure you I'm not here

bespeaking myself for a job...my present job is unpaid. I

do not expect to remain in this capacity much beyond this

Special Session' so I assure you I don't have that vested

interest to grind. If I have any vested interest at a1l

. . .have any ax to qrind at all it's the same ax you do.

I would like the people and'my own children'to be prouder

of the fact that I Was once a part of government than they

now are. I would like people to respect thè office of

State Senator and State Representative and a11 of the other

public offices than they now do. And that's the only ax

I have to grind. Let's start with campaign financçs..
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Because Illinois has no laws requirinq the disclosure

of campaign contributions we've been faced with two

problems. First, campaign contributions have either

become or are suspected to havinq become tlae new way

of delivering bribes. Without total disclosure of

the sources, the amounts and uses of campaign funds,

there ls very little to prevent candldates and officeholders

from divertinq political contributions for their own

personal use. And worse yet most people think that's ex-

actly what happens. Disclosure won't solve al1 the problems

of skinning the public or making the public aware that they

aren't being skinned but at least our kids will stop think-

ing that Illinois is shaped like a shoebox. The second

reason disclosure of campaign finances is necessary is that

without it there is no way for the public to know to whom

their elected officials are beholden. don't feel very

proud of claiming this record but I suspect thak I raised

and spent more money in a political campaign than any

People in this room. The only thing that allowed me to

sleep at night was that I shared that responsibility With

the entire informed constituency that I tried to represent

in the 10th Congressional District of Illinois as well as

the 'lparty politic'' as a whole because under the Federal

1aw we were compelled to disciose the full amounts of our

expenditures and the full amount that we raised and Who

we raised it from. It's a heavy burden to accept money

from lobby groups, to aceept money from indivkduals and not

worry about Whether or not thev expect something in return

and not worry about whether or not the public is going to

tllink that...that yOQCVO Compromised yourself SomehoW if they

find out. I would rather let it hang out in front of every-

wbody. Let everybody know Who you got your money from and

how you spent it and if everybody plays by those rules, you'd

XQ Surprised hOW easy it iS. Socond thing that I'd like
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to comment very'quickly on is the need for the dis-

closure of public officiala own financial interest and

I realize tàat here the bullet is very hard to bite

indeed. But if wedre goins to recognize that public

. . .that the body politic the public think the public

officials have defects. Those defects come aboùt not

only because of the ways campaigns are now financed

and run they come about because of the way they look

at all of us as Fhole people and ik doesn't much matter

to them if they think you're skinning the public by can'-

paign contributions or by lobbyist contributions or any

other way. Therefore, if wedre serious about restoring

the confidence of the public itîs going to have to be by'

full personal financial dïsclosure. I Yhink that

Article 4A of'' the Illinois Governmental Ethics Act is

clearly inadoquate. Therels not requizement that pre-

sently recalls for real disclosurd under that. Theyfre

not required under the present law for example, theydre

not required to disclose the name of someone who has given

them a gift unless it's a qift over $500. The current

law doesn't apply to many people in sensitive positions

who earn under $20,000 a year. The current disclosure

law is confusing as is demonstrated by the fact that one

of the organizations youfll hear testimony from, the BGA,

has showed at least 84 legislators have filed incorrect

statements of economic interests last year. ...Those wereh't

my statistics.but I respect the BGA and I think their

resaarch was valid. I've seen the forms. I think theydre

very complicated and complex indeed. think the people

have the right to know exactly what outside interest a

public official may be conflicting With the public interest

and let them decide whether there is a conflict and how it

ought Eo be resolved. While ik's true EhaE a private
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citizen enjoys and ought to enjoy a right of privacy
about his financial dealings, it does not follow that

such rights can be extended to people who chose to

work in a public sector. The business of a public

official is public business. And those people who

respect their rights to privacy too much for that

respectfully suggest ought not get into the public

sector. Sure, welll lose some good people. But right

now wedre losing 'a great deal more, and that's the credi-

bility of the whole public sector. I've lived with full

disclosure, Gentlemen. I don't know whether some

of those questions were directed in my direction or

not: but I've lived with full disclosure of both

my.e.mg personal financial affairs and of my campaign

finances ever since I first entered Congress in 1968

or f69. And let me reassure you it doesnlt hurt half

as much as you think it does. The pain is only for a

short period and you realize that most people have

more to do than to maasure whether your mortgage is

larser than their mortgage. But most important I'd like

to leave you with the thought that if We're going to

have disclosure of personal and campaign finances, we

have to create an agency with the responsiblity of

monitoring these disclosures. We need a Board of Ethics.

A Board of Ethics with teeth. a Board of Ethics With

sEagg, a Board of Ethics wiEh an appropriation thaE will

permit it to function. Under current law nobody has the

duty Eo review the statements you now filee the Secretary

of State takes then and i1e puts them aWay. If you listed

50 different .conflicts on there or 50 different violations

of 1aw unless some eager beaver Statq's Attorney took a

look at it: there's no requirement that they even

inform you ôf your conflicts let alone the public. I
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think it's 'a major inadequacy. I think that we ought to

have a board that has a full time responsibility for

policing whatever ethics laws we have whether theyfre

these or some others and Who recognize that the responsi-

bility is not only to the public ko restore their con-

fidence but a responsibility to you to give you some

rules of the road on which to follow. I speak on behalf

of Senate Bills 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 not because, as I

said, theylll becöme a panacea to avoid corruption of

officialdom in Illinois, or not because they couldn't be

profitably added to or not because there aren't some other

bills that are just as good and maybe in some respects

betker. But these bills accomplish three tasks. They

provide for full disclosure of campaign contributions

and expenditures for a1l candidates for State office.

They closa most of Ahe Aoopholes .in the mersonal finance

disclosure laws applying to State officials. And they

establish a Board of Ethics with the kind of powers

necessary to make the disclosure process work. I don't

think Ghe jail sentences and prohibitions are the way we

achieve a measure of ethical behavior in government. I

think disclosure is: I think these bills are a long

step in that direction. People have been waiting a

very long time, Ladies and Gentlemen, for ethies leg-

islation. They deserve at leask this much. I h6pe

that Illlnois is ready for reform. Tàank you Eor the

opportuntty to appear.

CHAIRMAN r

Are

SENATOR KEEGAN:

Itds...it's nide to have you with us Abner.

MR. MIKVA :

It's nice to be here Betty.

there any questions of... Senator Keegan.

29.

29.

30.
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SENATOR KZEGAN :

You spoke I think almost entirely in terms of

contributions to individual campa'igns from
.. .what we

are prone to call special'interests groups and...

individuals. I'd like to have you comment in toxms of

disclosure on the procedure you would recommend,the

philosophy you would...find...suitable, for contributions

from political central committees. I think this is a

. . .a very real Jroblem in Illinois where the importance

and strength of political parties differ from one area

to amother so that...in one instance a candidate can

be largely if not entirely funded by a party and in

. . mwhile.his opposition has no such backlog and must

scrounge for every...cent himself. think there

is some inequity there and I wonder if you have any

suggestion on that.

MR. FJKVA:

Well, I favor the full disclosure of contributions

from any political committee, whether it's a State

Central Committee or a County Committee or whatever.

They ought to be treated the same as any other political

committee, that's espousing the cause of a single

candidate. And indeed under the Federal law the

committees are waking up to the rude shock that they

prob ably are'covered by our 1971 Campaign Disclosure Law and

theybre going to have to file all of the monies that

they've spent- .with or on behalf of any Federal

candidate. think you'rq absolutely right, the rules

ought to be the same for everybody. One of the reasons

might add why I'm not at a1l sure I favor overall

caps on the amount tlAat can be spent , though do

favor.- limits on the amount that any individual can

give such as General fcokt suggesked. IncidenEly, I
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hate to dis'agree With a rederal prosecutor but I think

he bekter go back and look at the Inte<nal R
evenuc code

again. The limit that you can give without being subject
to gift tax for any individùal is $3,000 not $6,000.

Itls $6,000 on a joint return, if you take it off
, take

off a contribution for your wife as well. And so' if he's

been relying on the fact that some of his contributors

arenlt subject to the gift kax just because heds.. etheyfve

given no more than' $6,000, he'd better advise them to con-

sult a tax attorney, I think they may have some problems

anyway. But I favor limits on the amount that can be

given but not on the amounts that can be spent for
e . .one of

the reasons being Senator Keegan, that it's very hird
to...to evolve a Statewide standard, let alone a National

standard for different campaigns, some of whkch are backed

by a party organization/ some of 'zzhich are not
. I ran as

an independent the first time I was elecked to the Legis-

lature against the party organization. And I can only say,

ain't it hard that when you try to offset the advantages

of...of a patronage organization backing their candidates
,

with their people while youfre trying to find volunteers
.

I don't know how you equate alk the differences between

some of the rural areas of Illinois as compared to some of

the urban areas. I heard General Scott talk about how

much money he s/ent on television and radio. In all
the times I've run for public office, I've never spent a

cent for television because coming from an urban area

as I do, television is not a meaningful expenditure, a

neaningful way to get at the voters in a legislative

district. on the other hand, I know that there are members

of this nody who have had to spend a great deal of money

for tolevision. Sog I don't Rnow how you get a single

standard. I think the answer though isr let's start .with
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full disclosure a'nd at least let the people hnow who is

financkng who, and where the moneyls coming from
, I think

we've Moved a long step forward.

CHAIRMAN:

Senator Glass.

SENATOR KEEGNN:

It seems to be to me that it would be almöst a

8. physical impossibility for a Statewide fund with thousands

of contributors to be divided up and listed as contributing

l0. ...in this district or that district.

ll. MR. MIKVA:

l2. I think that they make the same kind of disclosure

l3. that any other committee does, they list all of their

l4. contributors and all of the monies they spent. In turn

if youfre a candidate who's received some of those

l6. monies, you list as, money that was received by you

as a campaign contributicn.

SENATOR KEEGAN:

19. From a single source or from. . .

20. MR. MIKVA:

Noz from a single source, the Democratic...the State

Central Committee of the Democratic Party gave Betty Ann

23.* Keegan $50.00, if ycu were so lucky.

24. SENATOR KEEGAN:

wasn't.

26. MR. MIKVA:

27. And you Iist it and they list it as an expenditure.

28. SBNATOR KEEGAN:

But you see I think...l evidently am not making my point.

30. My point is that-- ihdividuals can conEribute to a party,

31. ...fund, without being identified in a local race.
k
3%2 . AIR . MI K VA :

No, and I'm saying he should be identified under the party
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fund. The party fund ought to file a separate statement

of disclosure.

SENATOR KEEGAN:

And...be available.

MR. MIKVA)

And be available to the pub lic, absolutely.

CHAIO UW :

S 'tor Glass.ena

SENATOR GLASS:

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I'm grateful for having.- Mr.

Mikva here to testify on this bill because as he stated

he is somebody who has lived with disclosure for several

years and I think...that the State ought to have .a dis-

closure bill and I frankly, have taken a clo/e look at

some of the bills that are.being drafted on our side of

the aisle and am co-sponsoring thosq. 1...1 also very

frankly have some real reservations, some of the provisions

that I'd like to ask you about with this bill. And I'd

like to know- .what is the origin of it? Who drafted it?

Do you know?

MR. ICKVA:

I can't say...I mean I don't know. Mr. K amin who's

one of the Governor's counsel worked on it. I believe

other people wsrked ôn it. made some recommendations

to Mr. Kamin .and to the Governor, some of which were

accepted and some of which Weren't. Dut I don't kncw

who actually drafted the bill in it's final form.

SENATOR GLASS:

Does it representw..does it resemble the present

Federal disclosure bill at all?

MR. MTKVA :

To some...khe campaign financ/ disclosure does ka

quite a sukstantial desree. Yes.
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SENATOR GLASS:

Well, this...this i3 the first question I have then.

I I noticed that a contribution ls defined as including

.. .giving of cocktail parties. It is included.o.other

like fund raising events. Now, I think that the political

system we .have today where individuals give coffees and

cocktail parties which as you know in..ain areas around

metropolitan Chicago is a very common way of campaigning

and I know that there is supposed to be an exclusion

written in here for people like that. But I'm afraid

if you start including things of that nature, in the

disclosure requirements that youlre going to discourage

some of the effective..epopular citizen participatkon

type campaigning that we have. And I wonder, if you don't

think thatfs a little bit reskrictive.

MR. MIKVA:

I think that it's restrictive only in that I think

the exclusion ought ko be a little bit larger than it is.

The Federal laws allows contributions of up to $100 to

be lumped together so that youo..if you have a fund

raising dinner where the tickets are less that $100,

you can lump them together as a single Money raised

from fund raising dinner, x-thousand of dollars, only

if the tickets are more than $100 do you have to list

them individually. And I think that $100 limitation pro-

bably i5...a reasonable one given the currenk inflaEionary

spiral that welre going through. So, in that respect I

might differ with the bill. buE the idea....I don't think

you can exclude all cocktail parties Senator Glass because
kc' . . < ''#- .. ,

bviously 'if somebody ' s giving a $1 . 00 0 a head cocktail ''' :'3*''o

party, that ought to be listed and I'm sure you'll agrec.

SENATOR GLASS:

Well, yes. Dut...the point. and I donlt Want to belabor
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would hate to have everybody who threw a

cocktail party or coffee for a candidate to have that

considered as a contribution that's going to have to be

accounted for. 1...1 think also thak we ought to be

careful not to discourage the customary efforts of the

local Republican and Democratic political organizakions

in the wards and townships and counties. It seems to me

there's a real problem there that.o.we have to cope with.

These organizations frequently put out literature for

many candidates and otherwise expend their funds in

favor of candidates and it seems to me thatls something

oughknlt to be discouraged by this type of disclosure.

MR. MIKVA:

Why, I Would hope it Wouldnlt be. The Pederal

law covers that by any group that supports only one

candidate files a separate filing. Any group that

supports a lot of candidates of the kind you described

makes its own filing and doesn'k have to do one for

each candidate that's running beside.

SENATOR GLASS:

I want to ask you on your dïsclosure statements

yourself whether..oyou mentioned you have lived wikh

disclosureo..since 1968. Are you indicating to us that

you disclosed..ocontributions before and after April 7th,

in your primary campaign?

MR. MIKVA)

I think I did not dieclose a11...I think I disclosed

my contribution totals and I think I disclosed my con-

tributions to my contributors in a financial statement.

I did not disclose ali of my campaign contributions by
name until after the April 7th date. That's a11 right.

SENATOR GLhss:

So the ones prior eo the 7th Were not disclosed.
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MR. MIKVA:

I...the Geheral Scott and I have a...a substantial

disagreement here. 1...1 respect his...his candor, and

I respect his concern for the publkc interest: but I

happen to think it's dirty pool to kake money from a

Republican officeholder, and I must confess that there

were some Republican officeholders who contributed to

my campaign and then disclose their names without telling

them I was going to do that in advance. And afker April

7th the Federal law made it clear that all contributiens

were to be disclosed and when anybody offered me money

I made it clear on.e.on the receipt that it would be

disclosed and it was somebody that I thought was in a

sensikive position, I said to them you're aAvare that

I will be disclosing this and frankly several of them

asked for their money back, and that's their privilege

and I think that's the way it ought to be.

SENATOR GLASS:

Well, in other words this...this is the next question

I was goinq to ask you. Whether you cohcurred with...with

the desirability of the type of thing that the General

spoke of, making a disclosure of the campaign contributions

during a campaign when the contributors were not aware

that yousre going to do that.

MR. MIKVA:

Ho, I think khat's dirty pool. And I'm not sure

that thato..if we're talking about bills that are to

add to khe public confidence Ifm not sure that adds to

it when you take a contributor and then, you know? maybe

he has bekter relations with his Democratic conkributors

khan..oor maybe his Democratic contributors are stronger

people than my Republican contributors. But frankly:

Senator Glass, youdre my State Senator and I think you know
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that in our district we had a very hard fought congressional

campaign. I think some of my contributors would.have been

embarrassed, given làeir Republican credential, to have

been identified as my contributors: publicly without my

giving them Uàe opportunity to contribute or notr before

they made...knowing that that fact in advance.

SENATOR GLASS:

Well, I appreciate your candor on that. 1...1 think

you have a good point there and...and I would ask you

whether you feel in view of that, that the Governor's

Executive Order Number 5 which was retroactive was...in

violation of that kind of a...a belief.

MR. MIKVA:

I was not in support of Executive Urder 5, that's

correct. Eor that reason, 1...1 am concerned about the

problems it aimed at, but I felt that that kind of retro-

activity was unfortunate.

SENATOR GLASS:

Are you familiar with the burden this bill places on

the.o.officials of a candidate's committeey insofar as

reporting goes?

MR. MIKVA:

Yes.

SENATOR GLASS)
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And do you believe those are fair or aren't theg a

little bit harsh in regard to some of the individuals who '

may voluntarily serve on these committees ando..and find

themselves committing a crime..apossibly by inadvertence.

MR. MIKVA :

Senatory firsk of all, there's nobody aommitting a

crime by inadvertence under those bills. The criminal

penalties require knowing abuse just as...any other part

of the criminal code. But 1et me state Senator that
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sure? And...we had elaborate sessions

in Washington ahd in Evanston going over the law with

my campaign officials, making sure they understood what

their burdens were. And I don't underestimate'those

burdens. But I think it's part ofo.oas we knowe there's

no free lunch and I think it's part of the price bqe

have to pay if wplre going to get meaningful reform

legislation.

CHAIOWN:

Senakor Sours.

SENATOR SOURS:

Representative...congressman Mikva, you're somewhat

of an erudite individual yourself.

MR. MIKVA:

I was glad to hear youdre listening Senator.

SENATOR SOURS:

In fact, I look upon you rather with a mysterium

tremandanes: that's Latin. Do you know of any law that

ever made a bad man good?

MR. MIKVA:

No.

SENATOR SOURS:

Will this law make a bad man good?

MR . MIKVA :

it's a burden.

No.

SENATOR SODRS:

Will taking a bath in Harshall Fieldsl window on

Easter Sunday, I'm talking now about one's worldly

pouseasions, ever make a bad man good?

MR. MIKVA :

No, but it might make hin clean.

SENATOR SODRS:

didn't ask that question, youlre evasive. A bad

30.

31.
C
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33.
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man' good.

MR . MI 1WA :

No, absolutely nok. Bakhs have nothing to do with

makinq people qood or bad.

SENATOR SOURS:

Harkening back to my o1d friend Cicero, being a

University of Chicago graduake I think, or having some

degree there or at least subjecting yourself to the

osmosis of that area...

MR . MIKVA :

have J.D. from the University of Chicago and I'm

very proud of it, Senator.

SENATOR SOURS:

Well, Iîm...I'm certain. I used to go there before

the streets '#ere impassable Tzith...with...kick in artists,

andop.people who assault pedestrians. *1 used to go to the

breasted hall ko hear these qreat sympo&ia? until one

time my wife and I were almost assaulted. But I know What

youlre talking about when you talk about the University.

lt's a great place. But let me say this, do know of

any man who was ever reformed by a good law or a bad law.

MR. MIKVA:

No.
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SENATOR SOURS:

Now, youdre probably an O1d Testamentarian and I

classify myself as a New Teskamentarian. Will you agree

Ehat it's man's destiny to fall short of the glory of God,

capital G?

MR. MIKVA:

Senator, I...of course have to ansWer that queskion

no. But...I mean I will agree with you, yes. But I have

to say Eo you Ehat if...if the coin of the realm is goinq

to be our knowledge of either the Old or New Testaments
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I yield to 'the distinguished senator from Peoria.

SENATOR SOURS:

Wellp the 0ld Testament referi to shekels, s-

h-e-k-e-l-s. Do you agree?'

MR..MIKVA :

Yes.

SZNATOR SOURS:

And I ' m nok impersonating Sam Ervin .

MR . HIKVA :

I don't think you Wiggle your eyebrows as well as he

does.

SENATOR SOURS :

I spent $4100 in one campaign and the primary. and

the election. Can you give me any reason why I should

ever disclose nickle one of the people who gave me a

tpn and a twenty dollar bill?

MR. MIKVA:

Yes.

SENATOR SOURS:
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Why?

MR. MIKVA:

Senator, I know you as an honest man.

SENATOR SOURS:

Well , no .

MR . MIKVA :

.. .we11, you asked me to give you reasons, I've answered

your questions yes and no, and I will, you know, if you

don't want the reasons I won't give them to you but if you

want my reasons...l...l have to expound a little bit, not...

not long. I know yop as an honest man, Senator. And

I know that you have been honestly wrong many times down

here in my hunble opinion. But I've never questioned your

integrity, however wrong you were. And that's what I understand
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the Legiskative process to be aboût. Ilonest people ex-

pressing their differences in an honest way and the

sifting and winnowing of those differing points of view

finally bringing forth a legislative product. . othat

serves the people. But, Senator you'd be amazed at the

number of people who don't think you#re honest. Not

just by your name, by title, by the fact that you're

a member of the Illinois General Assembly. By the

fact that you'rè a member of the Illinois State Senate.

By the faet that youbre in politics. By the fact that

youdre a Republican. By a1l of the things that you do,

or at least ought to take some pridç in and that I do

or ought to take some pràde in on my side, are tbe vary

things that people think are corrupt and evil and part

of persuading them that that's not so is to make it clear

that you have nothing to hide.
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sExAToa söuRs:

Well: Congressman, let me say this to you in all cohfi-

dence, that the tyranny of public opinion to me leaves me cold.

I couldn't eare less and say that in as polite a way

as I possibly can with no intention to be offensive or

insulting. The tyranny of public opinion is what makes

cowards of us a1l and I refuse, now let me make this other

comment and...cerkainly you understand this is not

ex maleficio at 'all. I think these bills will actually

drive out of public life otherwise good aldermen. I've

heard comment over here today: we're going to 1et every-

body get in, everybody honest and can get rid of the dis-

honest people. These bills will run out of publie life

i lways opposed, you may think thatthe volunteer. I ve a

1...1 have to recognize all the angels are in Heaven,

therelre none down here includins you and me, 1et me say

this, whenever we raise the salary of a Legislator to

where he may be able to pay his srocery bills; dinner's

over, webre in trouble. I feel khat youdre...that these

bills that you are espousing vpill drive out of public

life the...the man of good will, the volunteer who wants

to contribuke his contribution to a good society and a

good government and a decent way of life and we'll end

up with the impecunious pool-hall characters and I mean

just that.

ABNER MIKVA:

Senator...

SENATOR SOURS:

I...I'm not soing to take on the Governor lcause he's

a big...man and I'm just an obscure Stata'senator but I

have yet to see his disclosure, hanging his hat on the

subjunctive mood, the conditionr well Ogilvie didnlt.
Welly who cares about what Oqi.tvie dfd do or dldn't do?

Ogilvie is no longer Governor but Sgedve got a man Kere

6.

:.

l0.

ll.

12.

l3.

l4.

15.

l8.

19.

20.

22.

23.

24.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

3 1 .
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

l1.

l2.

13.

14.

15.

*16.

17.

. 18.

l9.

20.

2l.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.
4
A2.

33.

who says he won'k disclose because.o.if anybody wants to

see my income and disbursements and has a legitimate

inkerest, Iîm not soing to open Ehat up to anyw . .any...

any nosey guy, and haS a legitimate interest 1'11 shoW#

'

ik to him. Now, donlt believe in it because I think

what welre doing in...in the last decade we have enga'ged

in what is called, and you know this better than I be-

cause you represent one element and l the extreme, welre

getting in...

ABNER MIKVA:

I've never called...llve never called you an extremist,

senator.

SENATOR SCURE:

Well, I can tell you, you and I are at opposite

poles, wedre extrapolated, that's a word. In this time,

*e are driving out of public life with this kind of

leqislation the ordinary, good guy who would make his

contribution but refuses to disclose his stamp collection,

his coin collection, his document collection, his rare

book collection, I'm talking about the bill that you were

talking about. I know a certain Iawyer, not in Peoria,

who as a $40,000 collection of documents. If he were

in this Legislature, he'd have to tell every kick in

artist exactly what he's got, otherwise you and the pur-

veyors of this kind of pernicious legislation would attack

him and run him out of public life. There was a man in

your time in the House who was a stamp collector, I

can't recall his name. Txere was a eoin gollector who

came over here one day and sold me $400 worth of gold

for $600, the best investment I ever made. Now, should

those things be disclosed? Absolutely, otherwise one

is in violation of the 1aw and he is a perjurer and he

is guilty of Misdemeanor No.

I
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ABNER MIKVA:

Senator...

SENATOR SOURS:

Yes.

ABNER MIKVA:

. . .ff you bought $600 worth of qold, I'm sure you

disclosed it because otherwise you would have been in

violation of Federal Law.

SENATOR SOURS;

No, I'm a collector.

ABNER MIKVA:

. . .And I canît believe, well, but you have to disclose

it as a collectcr and you have to file a form evdry year

as I recall. I haven't looked ak the Gold Act in some

time...

SENATOR SOURS:

Senator, you're compa..

ABNER MIKVA:

Butp are you telling me you don't have to disclose

purchases and sales?

SENATOR SOURS:

Absolutely not, if youlre a collector.

ABNER MIKVA:

You don't have to file a form to show that you are

a collector?

SENATOR SOURS:

6.

lO.

ll.

l3.

l1.

l5.

l6.

17.

l8.

l9.

22.

23.

24.

26.

27. No, sir. No form.

ABNER MIKVA:

Senator, 1...

SENATOR SOURS:

29.

30.

3 1 .
iX 

.

3 3

. . .With gold coins.

ABNER MIKVA:

Webre talking about coins now?



1. SENATOR SOURS: .

2. Yes, sir.

3. ABNER MIKVA: ' '

4. Oh# I thought you were talking about $600 worth
' 

5 ld' of go . ..

6. SENATOR souns: '

7. oh, no.

8. ABNER MIKvA:

9. z don't Rnow .. . .

l0. SENATOR souas:

ll. I'm not talking about gold bullion
, I'm talking

12. about sold coins.

13. ABNER MIKvA:

l4. you see, you mentioned, you said gold and...

kS. SENATOR souRs:

.16. .A11 right.

l7. ABxEp Mzxva:

. l8. . . .to an amateur like me... Let me say...

l9. SEXATOR souRs: .

2o. xow

al' ABNER MIKVX:

22. Excuse me
.

23. SENATOR souRs:

24. How do yoù do, what do'you do with a situation like

25. that? .

26. ABusR Mlxva:

27. senatoz, you are still one of the great sesquipedalians

28. of this chamber. You've lost none of you: skill for using
29. words that have a bite and a meaning and I respect you

30. for it, but beneath thpse words, I think, what I say to

3l. you in response ïs khat: I think you're honestly wrong.

1k2. I think theke will be some people who will leave public
33. life with this bill just as there were some people who
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4 .

6.

left the Legislature when you went to annual sessions
.

SENATOR SOURS :

As Sander Vandcur said to Nixon, name one.

ABNER MIMVA:

Who left?

SENATOR SOURS:

Who will Iemain. Look around.

8.

9.

l0.

l2.

l3.

l4.

l6.

17.

l9.

2l.

22.

2 3 .

.2 4 .

2 5 .

2 6 .

28.

29.

30.

32
.; t

33.

34.

ABNER MIKVA:

Oh, I wouldn't put my former colleagues on the spot

that way...

SENATOR SOURS ;

Well, come on now.

ABNER MIKVA:

But I think many of them will. You know, the same

. . .the reason I said I think you are honestly wrong is

that the same arsuments were made op the Floor of the

House when I was a Rember of the Hcuse of Representatives

in Washington. We were told that if we passed the 1972

Disclosure Law, khe 1971 Disclosure Law, a Campaiqn

Disclosure Law, that novp wno imcumbent could get re-

elected. Well, most ineumbents did get reelected. Most

of them not only ran they were reelected as well and the

country survived and they survived. I think we have a

little healthidr climate as a result. I think, for

example, that..-the Fedmral Campaign Disclosure LaW has

put an end to some of the pernicious practiee that existed

on Ehat level. We have an honest disagreement here,

Senator. Maybe that's what the.. .process is a11 about.

At least, wouldn't it be grand and couldn't you agree on

this, not the tyranny pf publie opinion because we're

talking about someone yielding to their principles in

order to ge* reelected and I donît buy EhaE anymore than

you do, but wouldn't it be grand if the public as a whoYe

had as much confidence in this process as you and I do?
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1. W ldn't the pr'oduct sit betker with them? 'That's

really what this argument is a11 about.

SENATOR SOURS:3 .

4 .

5 .

6 .

Thatfs a matter of education.

ABNER MIIIVA :

Well, but part of the education is telling them

what the facts of life are.

SENATOR SOURS:

You prob ably have read Warren's two-volume set of

the United State's Supreme Court and U. S. History.

Daniel Webster every time the U. S. Senate met would

vrite his usual letter to Nicholas Biddle...

ABNER MIKVA:

The Bank of the United states, right.

SENATOR SOURS:

Thak is right. And Andrew Jackson put that out of

business. Remember?

ABNER MIKVA: '

8.

9.

l0.

l2.

13.

l4.

l6.

l7.

l8.

Right. Right. Now do you think that was Senator

20.

2l.

22.

Webster's finest hour?

SENATOR SOURS :

Well, you havendte..you haven?t, I havenlt finished

this. He would write Nicholas Biddle and say to

Nicholas Biddle. haven't reeeived my $10,000 retainer

as a U. S. Senator to protect khe interest of the Bank

of the United States. Now, don't you think that the

LegislaEors, in general, have progressed millions of

miles beyond that crass, obvious request for Conflick of

Interest Legislation? 1...1 must say insofar as I1m

concerned, to such a letter I woulcv 't put my signature

if it ware a penny. Nor would anybody ln this Leglsla...

ih this Chamber sofar as I know. I think welve gone a

long way. The trouble is the shrinking violets and the

24.

25.

26.

28.

29.

30.

32.
A
33.
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2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9.

l0.

l2.

l3.

l4.

l6.

17.

18.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

23 '

24.

25.

26.

weeping willows and those who want to send us the wail-

ing wall. I don't want anybody, Representative Mikva,

to know exactly what I have. I want to let that up

to...leave it up to the Internal Revenue Service, if

they can find it.

CHAIRMAN:

senator. Senator. Senator, this is very good

conversation. I do appteciate the conversation and

it is verye very entertaining I grant. However, we

must get on there are five more people thak want to

question this witness and, if you would just kind of

limit your remarks. Senator Knuppel.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

Senator Mikva, with one out of nine people working

for the State of Illinois and some six thousand Munici-

palities, townships, local governments, boards, this

don't even count zoning boards and so forth, do you have

any real honest-to-goodness idea of how much this is

going to cosk the people of the StaEe of Illinois.

ABNER MIKVA:

Senator, We have been performing the...the task set

out in Executive Order Four of the Governor of the Etake

of Illinois involving about 8,000 of those employees at

the various levels for a total cost this year of about

415,000. Now I freely confess we aidnlt do ik aso..as

effecEively as I would have Wished.,

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

And is...and isv..it's actually not be ip effect

very long and if you take 6,000...

ABNER MIKVA:

Well, i'tîs been in effect ten months.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

If you take 6,000 different organizatlons with some

28.

29.

30.

3l.
6
:2 .

3 3 .
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4.

6.

:.

l0.

1l.

that doesn't count, you know with seven or eisht people

eleeted every one of them. I think the people would be

better.off in the en'd to.. . take Ehe loss that they might

have. Nowr what about this law would have in any way

caughk anybody khat's been either aceused or. y .or actually

convicted of misdoinqs on the basis of ethics in the

State of Illinois. Would this...would this in any way

have determined, wefve no* yet determined i*, would this

in any way, this 1aw have any way of determining how

$800,000 showed up in shoe bcxes ln a room in the st.

Nicholas Hotel?

ABNER MIKVA:

Absolutely not, Senator. I think...l think...

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

Al1 riqht.

ABNER MIKVA:

May I finish? I think that...

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

What I'm tryinqx.pwhat I'm trying to say...

ABNER MIKVA:

I think that's a very pertinent question and I would

like to respond to it because in'...I didnft want to take

advantage ef Senator Sours and since you and I share the

same party label, maybe youlll 1et me take advantage of

you a little bit. Of course, it won't catch any crooks.

Of course it wonft. Anycne wha suggests that you propose
#

ethics legislaEion to c'ajch crocks is deeeiving you. If
you want to catch crooks you talk about eriminal laws.

These azen't criminal laws, these are disclosure laws.

The reason for it Senator is that of course a crock who

now violates the lnternal Revenue Laws and violates the...

the current Bribery Yaws isn't going to be stopped by an

Ethics Law. But what this will do is assure the people

14.

,5A. @

l8.

19 '

2l.

22.

23. .

21.

26.

27.

29.

30.

31.

33.
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1. that when Senator Sours says let the Internal Revenue

2. Service qet it if they can find it, that he's only

3. kidding because an iwful lot of people think hels serious.

1. And think what else dö you expect from somebody in the

5. Illinois State Senate.

6. SENATOR KNUPPEL:

7. 1. . .1 think what you answered my question without

8. the colloquy. I think the quçstion is, is no. That it

9. . wouldn't have disclosed either Powell. It wouldn't have

10. disclosed Kerner. It wouldn't have disclosed Agnew. It

ll. wouldn't have disclosed any one.of them. Nowr what in

l2. this statutes prevents any single individual that deals

l3. with committees and regulated businesses. What in this

14. statutes prevents a man like Clement Stone frcm makinq '

l5. any size contribution that he w ants to make cr make a

l6. loan as he did with Governor Ogilvie before the election '

l7. ' and it can be paid off someway after the election that '

l8. what that influence might be. There's nothing in here

l9. that stops an individual. This does not deal with

20. individuals. '

2l. ABUER MzxvA:

22. It forces the candidate who. has to disclcse that

23. . information. If you say hels a crook and he doesn't

24. disclose it, that's something e1sc... '

25. ssxnTon KNUPPEL:

26. No. No. No he does not- -it does not.
#

27. ABNER MIxvA:
!

28. May I call you. . .

29 sEuAToR K:quPpEL: '
' 

j
I30. Not loans. Not loans. . j

31 . ABNER MlI(vA :
. 1 . I

32 . #ay I call you.t attention to the bill.k 
.

. .. ')3. SENATOR KNUPPEL:
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2 .

You may.

ABNER MIKVA:

SB...

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

By individuals.

ABNER MIKVA:

Yes. Senate Bill, I believe itbs, 1'11 get you the

copy.-/the righk copy of the bill. Senate Bi1l...

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

6.

10.

ll.

l3.

l4.

l5.

l's the one webre dealing with, I think.

ABNER MIKVA:

I'm talking about the one's wedre dealing with.

Itïs 1. SB l requires every

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

Which Section so I can follow you?

ABNER MIKVA:

Al1 right. As a matter of fact, I think it's SB 5

that does that...SB..2 tiat does it, yeah. It is SB

SB l provides in Section, Article III...

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

Now whichx..?

ABNER MIKVA:

l8.

l9.

2l.

22.

23. .

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.
.t
33.

Section 3Ql.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

What page? 301?

ABNER MIKVA:
k

Right. 302 really. The statement of economic inter-

est shall contain a current net worth statement disclosing

al1 assets and liabiliEies of the person making tha state-

ment. Liabilities include al1 loans outstanding of any

kind or nakure and who they are owed to. That is the

present substance o/ Executive Order 4.

SENATOR KNUPPEL :
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4.

Now, thereb's nothing in this to prevent, however
, such...

such a loan from being...

ABNER MIKVA:

From being made?

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

. . .From being made less than five days before the

election. A person can run his bill, as I understand ktg

he can Yun his bills, he can borrow the money and pay them

off after the election and the. v oand the disclosure under

this in no way will be known the the people who are voting

for him until after the fact. Will it?

ABNER MIKVA:

That's correct. One of theo..one of the recommendations

that I made which was not incorporated in the bill and

it gets a little more expensive to do it this way but

under the rederal Law you must disclose all contributionsf

up to the day of the election, including by telegram

and phone call if necessary. You have to let the Ccmmittee

know what the amount of that contribution is if it's

over a certain amount. Now, frankly, I would favor

such an amendment to this proposat but I would point

out Senator that kind cf adminisiration costs more money.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

6.

8 .

9 .

l0.

12.

l3.

15.

l6.

17.

18.

2D.

2k.

22.

24.

25.

26.

28.

29.

30.

37 .

33.

All right. There's nothing in this bili that pze-

vents a man like Clement Stone coming to me after the

fact, after Iîm elected. Now he's an individual. You've
#

goE registered lobbyist. He's not a registered lobbyist.l

He's to come as an individual, not as a corporakion, noE

as a committee, to prevent him to come to me after the

election and contributing to me then when the people have

nothing to do about it and I have four years to serve,

contributing to me any amount af money he wants to. .

ABNER MIKVA :
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Nor thak's not true, Senator.

2. SENATOR xNurp:L:

Ii he did that, tbere's no limit.. .
ABNER MIKVA:

Oh, he canv..he can contribute it, but you'd have

to disclose it on your...

SENATOR KNUPPELt

Oh, 1:11 have to disclosé it but I already have the

four-year term.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

l0. ABNER MIKVA:

Wellox.but you might want...

l2.

l3.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

Isnlt this true?

ABNER MIKVA:

Yes, but you miqht want another four-year term.

l6.

17.

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

23 '

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32 .

33.

34.

SENATOR ..KNIJP.PEL.:

Well, let's just...suppose I could do it a11 in one
time. Sone people have.

ABNER MIKVA:

Some people have very good sessions down here, too.

SENATOR KNUPPEL;

Well, I mean, we'reo..wekre interested in Ehe

Rechanical park of this legislation. thinko..l think

that makes it, that particular part is pretty important

bedauseooonone of the contributions by Clement Stone as

an individual...Would need to be disclosed if he came to

me and said, look 'I'm going to make a contribution to you

of $5,000. Just go ahead and run. Youfre fre: to...

youbre free to incur that amount of money and feel safe

and I like the man and believe hkm and trust him. Therelg

nothing to prevent him from doing it. Maybe I osly need the

one term. Maybe Ilve already served three or fourp' I Ehink

there's somethipg fatally defective.mechanically in a

bill that's set up Ehis way because youCve got to.o.youlve
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3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

l0.

l1.

l2.

l3.

14.

l5.

l7.

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

3@2 .

33.

got to coùstrue liabilities before' you even get into

the loan part to make it a loan. ...1 think. . pl think

that I have made my point here..othat khis doesndto . .that

this doesnft direct itself directly to, individuals can

mqke any kind of a contribution they have to make it

would have to be disclosed. It doesn't go to goods

and services. If you have fifty people willing to spend

$1,000 a time as individuals, thak would not show in any

way.

ABNER MIKVA;

Well, you see Senator, I don't know what somebody

gives after campaign time if it isn't a contribution then

it's a gift.. And if it's a gift and it's more than $50

it has to be disclosed under 30l (c) of Article III...

SENATOR XNUPPEL:

Well, I thinko..l think...

ABNER MIKVA:

. . .of SB 1.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

m . .our friend Paul Douglas characterized that when

he said the first time he was elecked after the election

you know he started receiving a lot of checks that were

postdated, you know, or.o.or predated and.o.and some-

body said, did you give them back. And he said: what was

that, that waso..there was a little bit, what was it, in

all of us or that Was, you knowp he didn't necessarily

turn them back. It was campaign contributions you know

everyoùe wants to get on the wagon afterwards.

think that there are sub:tantial contributions after the

fact and I think you realize this. NoW..k

ABNER >IIKVA:

You're aware... Welle I jucE wanEed to make sure
you were aware it was in the bill Senator. You're aware
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3.

4.

5.

7.

8.

9.

l0.

ll.

12.

l3.

l4.

15.

l6.

18.

l9.

20.

21.

22.

23.

à4.

25.

26.

27.

2û.

29.

30.

3l.

1 ' a. .

33

that the 'contributions thak are made even after the

election, if they are campaign contributions
, in that

eriod right after ? they must be' disclosed on the . . .P

the f inal f orm that ' s f iled.

SENATOR KNUPPEL :

All right. So they ' re disclosed . I . . .what I 'm

trying to get at is what the hell good does i: do af ter

the election's over and uho are we going to catch with

khis bill. We couldn't have caught Powell. We couldn't

have caught Kerner. We couldn't have causht Ogilvie
.

We couldnlt have caugh: Agnew. We couldnlt have caught

anybod# could we? Now, whates the purpose of the
legislation then if Wefre nok going to enlighten.the

people before the fact.

CHAIRMAN:

Senator Palmer.

SENATOR PALMER:

Congressman Mikva, I indicated earlier that I wished

to ask you some questions but most of my questions were

answered. We...I was on the same wavelength asp..senator

class and jenator sours. And thates on that $50 figure...
1...1 think you indicated that you're in accord thak thatls

kind of a low figure because that will chase away the

$50 contributors, isn't that' riqht? Am I right?

ABNER MIKVA:'

Personally favor $lG0. I think that a $100 can be

justified as kind df a de minimis figure particularly when

you're talking about a sale of tickets to .an affair. Be-

cause otherwise if you have 500 people at an affair at.. .

$50 that's a 1o* of paper work to go through. But on the

other hand,oo.as far as I'm concerned a $50 limit is one

that can be lived with, it just means that that many more

people will be disclosed.
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1. SENATOR PXLMCR:

The only other thing I wish to add that nobody has

Dentioned which will also deter and chase that contributor

away, is that the contrib'utor has to file or sign the

disclaimer and thatfs...thatfs in Section 502, nobody has

mentioned that. If somebody's going to contribute $5Q

he has to sign a disclaimer and that, of course: will mean

that if you receive a $50 check in the mail without a dis-

claimer youdve g'ot to send it back and I don't think you'll

ever get that check back again. I mean..oin most cases you

won't get it back. So...I think if you have.ovanything

Eo do with amending this bill...I think you ought to

suggest an increase in the...in that figure. And then,

of course, the other very imporkant thing mentioned here

by Senator Sours and Senator Glass and that's the volunteer.

About the strict penalties that are imposed in this bill

and I'd like the Senators to know about it. Now, itls...

gone over very quickly and to talk about penalties...

you kalk about Class A Misdemeanor but I think they ought

to Rnow about this. ...Some of the..otestimony here was

talking about maximums of $6,000 but...many of us that

run a campaign cannot afford to hire a campaign manager.

We set volunteers. Now we even subject a volunteer manager who

probably may not even have anything to do with the handling

of the fundsbbe subjected to qoing to jail. CXn you tell us

what Class A Misdemeanor is?

ABNER >:IKVA :

Where are you referring to, Senator7.

SENATOR PALMER:

503. Anybody who violates, I don't kant to read that.

I'm going to read that.,.when the bill comes to the...

Senate Floor. Anybody that vïolates 503 is subject to a

Class A Mibdemeanor. Anybody that violates 504 is subject

3.

4.

5.

8.

9.

l0.

1l.

12.

15.

l6.

l8.

19.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

26.

27.

28.

30.

3l.
!
3ï2 .
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4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

l0.

to Class 4...FeloAy. Anybody who violates 505 is sub-

ject to Class A Misdemeanor. And as Senator Sours pointed

out therk's ...perjury involved. And there's another pro-

vision hern for a felony. And then youfve got a big catch-

all clause here about a $1,000 fine and then you have a

clause here where any person in the State of Illinois can

file a Civil Action to collect treble damages. I want

the SenaEe to know al1 abput these things and this can

a1l fall upon a volunteer. And as Senator Sours saysp

wonder what Ehat nice word he used, but what he meant is

youdre going to chase the volunteers away.

ABNER MIKVA:

Senator Palmer let me answer your last concern first.

Everyone of these provisions and indeed even if they didn't

hava these words in by Constitution it would be required,'

involve knowing violations. Now, I have as much concern

about the innocent volunteer as you do. There's no vio-

lation here that is going to put an innocent volunteer

in jail or even subject him to a fine. There has to be

intent to violate the law and, frankly, Senator, if you

chop out a11 of the jail sentences, you won't make me mad

because I don't think the jail sedtences are the way you

enforce these laws. You know the most...provision that

most appeals Eo me in the whole enforgement procedure: it

says that any person responsible...

SENATOR PM MER:
*

Congressman, you read Article V. Article V pro-
$

vides for a registration of a political committee. Every

candidate sends into this.n board that you provided for in

Ehis bille which is the committee. Now, if I was to send

in my co%mittee I'd name you Mr. X Who Was my manager Who

was very kind enough to act as my manager free, no...no fee.

And the fellow that worked along with him also was a volunEeer.

l2.

l3.

l4.

16.

l7.

18.

20.

2l.

22.

24.

25.

23.

29.

â 2 ..q.

3 3 .
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2.

I would seéd you in those two names'who else would I send

youz Wallz there were any violation there about

keeping one of those checks that Was sent in my mail
.

wouldn't ha go to jail?

ABNE R MIKVA:

6.

7.

No.

SENATOR PALMER:

Ifell, would you defend him?

ABNER MIKVA:

l0.

ll.

Yes.

SENATOR PALMER:

have your Word?

ABNER MIKVA:

Absolutely. But, may I...may I also say that...

SENATOR PALIV R:

Then it also says here a nolo contendere is like a

conviction, I mean a...I'd like the Senate to read this

bill, very thoroughly and see what theydre subject to

an.w.in case therels violations.

ABNER MIKVA:

senator', the section you're reading about about

nolo contenderes is perhaps the most important enforcement

section of the whole bill. And that one I commend...

SENATOR PALME R:

Well, I know what it is. It means you can't run

for office.

ABNER MIKVA:

That's right. And thqt's the one I copmend to

the Senate because khatls really what welre getting at.

Welre talking about candidates knowingly violating these

provision.

SENATOR PALMER:

All right. 1e* me-- let me, for one example. There

l3.

l4.

l5.

l7.

l8.

l9.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

2:.

29.

30.

3l.
k
3:2 .

33.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

. . .this could apply to buying tickeks. IE is unlawful

knowingly with' intent. . .l got it here, I think, yes, to

violate this Act for any person to make multiple con-

tributions of under $50.00 each to one or more politic4l

committees for Ehe benefit of a candidate or for political

committee or anyone acting on behalf, knowingly to accept

such contributions.. Violakion of this Section is a

Class 4 Felony. You know what that me ans?

ABNER MIKVA:
o

Yes , sir .

SENATOR PALMER:

The minimum is a year. . . a year or more . Now if the

guy that contributes $25 here and $25 there . . .

M NER MIKVA :

But what about knowingly. . eand the intent # Senatorz

you'd have to be knowingly and with the intent...

SENATOR PALMER).

You may be invited to a cocktail party and be very...

maqnanimous and write out a check for $75.00 by mistake.

ABNER MIKVA:

Then it's not intentional. Now you know that.

Youlre too good a lawyer for that.

SENATOR PALMER:

Then this ought to be looked into, Mr. Congressman.

ABNER MIKVA:

I'm all for looking into to it but I think we ought '

to do something about the contributors who give $2,500

to each of four corzèittees so th at if they dondt.- come

over the maximum under the Federal Law. I think we ought

to know who the contrkbutors are. That's really what

wedre talking about.

CHAI RMAN :

Senator Fawe 11 .

8.

9.

ll.

12.

l5.

l6.

*19.

20.

21.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

3 0 .

3 l .
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1 .' .. SENATOR FAWELL:

2. I have...l have just a couple of questions here but
3 I think What I would...what I woul'd like to do

, hake the

4. opportunity of talking to the person who actually drafted

5. khe legislation. I've got a number of really what might 
.

6. be called nit-picking types of queskions. I don't want

7. to take up your time or the time of this Body with those

8. questions. I would like to have the opportunity of. . .

9. talking with the 'person who actually drafted this and say '

l0. well now, why, why did you do this and have you given

. ll. khought ko what might happen under these. . .circum- .

l2. stances...? such as like in 304 he talks about all interests

l3. controlled by the person making the statement have. to be

l4. disclosed..ol don't believe there's a definition of

l5. just what they mean by the interest but it goes on and

16. states Ehat members of your family without defining who

' l7. the family, what the family may be... You have to disclose

' l8. their interests and 1...1 see small things admittedly like

l9. your mother-in-law's there, how are you going to force '

20. your mother-in-law to disclose her interest and.e.things

2l. of this sort? However, insofar as Article III is concerned,

22. which relates to the statement of economic interese, I think

23. it's tough but it's good and it can be made workable. I

24. think there are a 1ot of little chinks where I would, as

25. I have indicat'ed, like to have the opportunity of talking

26. to the drafter and sayingp look isn't this a problem and

27. really have you given consideration to this? I think it's

28. ...sound that there the word willfully is qsed consistently

29. and here you're basically talking abouE the candidate. And

30. it's right, I Ehink, that you should show that he willfully

3l. failed to do something because there's an awful lot of
t
3.2. areas where he could make a mistake. 1...1 think one of

33. greatest things this might do for me is finally 1et me know
I

I
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4.

5.

8.

9.

l0.

ll.

l2.

l5.

16.

l7.

.19.

20.

2l.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

what my net wolth is because I havenît the slightest idea

and 1...1 never have time to stcp and look it up.

more cancerned though Ab as look at Articles IV and

which really donlt condern the candidate as o'thers have

indicated, as much as it concerns the committees. Now

as I...as I remember it, and 1...1 read iE rather hurriedly

last week, the.m.from...under this bill, the only way you

raise money is through a committee, a campaign committee.

And.o.the-..word political committee includes within fts

purview campaign committee. ...Thus the central com-

mittes have to abide by this and I'm al1 for that and

think that..othat's fine, I'm..ohere again there is some

imperfections. It seems to say that every election you

have to start sending in these...these.disclosures and...

I1m sure they mean only the elections in which you might

be involved. Ikbs.o.itls scme of thes: drafking errors

that I think from a lawyers viewpoint, I'm...I really Would

like to ask some questions on but Article IV deals with the

registration of political committees and that seems to cast

the obligations on the candidate to make the initial

registration and it's somewhat like filing your Articles

of Incorporation for a corporation. It sets forth really

quite a detailed list even including an employer's

identification number when youfre initially creating this

entity which will be your campaign committee. And as I

read it, you can't spend any money unless you've got this

committee that's been organized. I guess if you do it

inadvertently then you yourself are looked upon as a

committee and you really are violating the Act.

ABNER MIKVA;

Well, you can file individually if you want too. A

one-man committee.

SENATOR FAWELL:

30.

3l.

tc .h
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1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

ll.

l2.

l3.

14.

15.

16.

l7.

18.
'

19.

20.

21,

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.
ît
a! .

33.

And I think', we11....well that's right. But I notice

noW in Article IV, when lve qat inio the actual oreation of the

political committees, that is, the registration of the same

or in campaign committees which would really be khe creation of s

same for most of us because we don't have ongoinq campaign com-

mittees. It really is asking for an awful lot of details which

ié fine but it does appear to me that the violations here, the

word willfully and knowingly and intentionally are left out.

So that it would appear to me that you would have to construe

this to be that if..eif you just plain didn'k follow *ie

Statute completely in setting up your campaign committee,

that is to say, if you didn't have expert legal counsel

on this point you could find that you.lre going to be sub-

jected by your opponent to...really pesky allegations of

having committed a crime, etc. I think that it ought to

be clear that these ought to be willful violations too.

There's no question about that point. I think you intended

that. I gather the drafters intended it but as you get

into Article V it gets much worse. ...1 think that as it

is now worded, in Article V we...we, after we gok the

campaign committee a1l created and registered..mwhich is

a rather detailed job. Now youlve got to make sure you

disclosed the political financing and the expenditures and

here is where I think really under the wording: as it is

now set forth, as an attorneyr somebody did come to me

and say I wanE to be Treasuror on X's campaign or a

campaign committee member especially under the circum-

stances where Yhis detailed accounting is required and the

details of financing are required, I would think unless

they had some pretty expert counsel and some really s'ound

accounting advice which calls for, for instance, the

political disclosuras 45, 12 and 5 days prior to and 30

days after each election. ...It seems to me that unless you
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

B.

9.

l0.

make it per'fectly clear that.. pthis'has to be a willful

violation on the part of the campaign member or the

treasurer, youpre just going to gek nobody to fill those

positions. And 1, as an attorney, if somebody came to me

I would say as I read this there are so many areas Where

you can be guilty of a Class 4 Misdemeanor and thus be

barred from public life for 5 years and...I really would

have a lot of questions about recommending to any client

of mine that he sàrve in that capacity.

ABNER MIKVA:

Let me say, Senator Fawell, I will make it a point

Eo contact Mr. Kamin and will urge him to send the drafts-

men to you so tha: you can raise some of these specific...

I will describe you one of them that I happen to know about.

I happen to favor the kind of parallelism you describe in

drafting the bill, that when you start to use words like

knowingly or intenkionally you continue to use them except

when you donet. Actually as you know, as a matter of

Constitutional Law any criminal or even quasi-criminal law

khere has to ba scienter, there has to be knowledge

of theog.of the evasion before you can impose a criminal

penalty on somebody. But I think we have un.oaunnecessarily

created confusion in using those terms in Section 5 in

ArEicle V and noi using them in Article 111. I think the

reason for it 'is understandable. Again, though, I didn't

draft I can almost see what was going through the

draftsman's mind. He was trying, under Article V, to im-

pose a double standard not onlv the scienter, not only the

knowingly but the willfully as well and I think in an attempt

to do that he perhaps avoided a...loss some of the paral-

lelism he should have. I...I'm sure on this can speak

for the Crvernor, I can't on other things, but on this I'm

sure he would welcome the kind of perfecting amendments that

12.

13.

14.

16 .

17 .

' 18.

l9.

20.

2l.

22v

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.
<
.3Q .

3 3 .
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2.

youdre suggesting senator.

SENATOR FAWELL:

In fact, I have a...

ABNER MIKVA:

. . .We want this bill

SENATOR FAWELL:

to work.

6.

five-page memorandum to myself. IId be glad to

share it...

ABNER MIKVA:

l0.

l1.

I'd appreciate it.

SENATOR FAWELL:

a ..with the d/after because it has some..-nit-picking

points that are the things that drive an attorney crazy.

ABNER MIKVA:

And theyfre the kind of things that..oif the statute

passes it's going to have ko work on and we want these

things cleared up.

SENATOR FAWELL:

The only other two Points I have is theo..Do you

think it really is necessary: for instance in Article M.

to require that each political committee which includes

the campaign committees also, shall file sworn statements

of political financing With the board 45# 12 and 5 days

prior to and 30 days after. Wouldn't ... wouldnlt it be as

qood simply to set forth a very detailed requirement that

after it's over with you've qot to s&t farth a complete

listing? Isn't this the..,aFederal...

ABNER MIKVA:

No, the Federal Law requires that.o.in fact, the

Pederal Law requires Yore Ehough Ehan that. Wo have to

file monthly qr quarterly during the entire campaiqn

year.

SENATOR FAWELL :

l3.

14.

l7.

l8.

20.

2l.

22.

23.'

24.

25.

26.

28.

29.

30.

t
12 .

3 3 .
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.1 didn't rellize that.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

l1.

12.

l3.

11.

l5.

.16.

ABNER MIKVA:

And then: 30 days, 15# 5 and 30 days after. 1...1

have to confess, Senator FaWell, like the mofe fre-

quent accountings as you get near the election. Part of

this is to impress the public on.n how we are disclosing

and they ought to know if somebody's come in with a big

bundle o? cash just before the election.

SENATOR FAWEBL:

I...didn't...all right, I didn't realize the Federal

statute was in that regard. What..owould you assume that

somebody...if a candidate did not file these various docu-

ments that it would knock out his petition for..ofor

nomination?

ABNER MIKVA: .

No .

SENATOR FAWELL :

I ;You don t thxnk
. ..

ABNER MIKVA:

No# and I would be opposed to it doing so.

SENATOR FAWELL:

I think that ought to be clear then. I don't think

that that is...is...

ABNER MIKVA:

I strongly disapprove of the idea of...of taking some-'

body off the ballot after the people think he's going to

be candidate. If she's going Eo be a candidate.

SENATOR FAWELL :

I know, wedve got.e.we've had that problem as you

well know in Illinois already and I think perhaps we.ouqht

to make it very clear here then that this is not necessarily

a condition precedent to perfacting your petition for

nomination.

l8.

. 19.

20.

22.

23.

24.

26.

27.

29.

30.

31.

12 .Q

33.
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ABNER MIKVA:

know of...I know of nothing in t14e bill that

suggests that but if you think it would.v .would remove

any doubt about it , I would urge you to . . .to of f er such

a perf ecting amendment . 1: am sure will be wûll

received.

j,'SENATOR FAWEL :

F'ihe . Th at ' s . . .

CHAI IRMA'I :

2.

5.

6,

7.

9.

10. Senator Saperstein .

SENKTOR SAPERSTEIN:

me .congressman for several years welve had a Pinaneial

Disclosure Statute and wefve been talking about the

Financial Disclosure plus the Campaign Disclosure and wedve

crossed lines. Tell me, in your opinion, what have we

accomplished by Finanqial Disclosure and whatls the philo-

sophy behind ik?

ABNER MIKVA:

Well...Z have to say that...and I say this wikh all

deference because I wasn't here when the bill gas passed,

but I have to say that I think that the eurrent Financial

Disclosure LahT that we have applying to public officialsz

I'm-tàlkihg noN about the Statute, is a Swiss cheese laAf, it

has more holes in ik khan substance and. . .it hasn't

accomplished very much. I think has accomplished a

little bit. I think it's called attention to the fact of
#

a 1ot of people that thexe have been some efforts made,

eyen notv/ithstanding the climate for non-reforp, that the

Legislature did bestir itself to pass that law. I think

it has given people like you Senator Saperstein an oppor-

tunity to- .to know what the rules are and what expected

of you and I know that the people u'ho ltave had to f tll out
those forms, however imperfect they are and however undis-

closing they are, have givenom.it's given them a feelins

l2.

13.

l4.

l6.

l7.

l8.

l9.

20.

21.

22.

24.

25.

26.

28.

29.

$2 .
33.

34.
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1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9.

l0.

l2.

l3.

l4.

16.

l7.

l8.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

28.

29.

30.

i
3'2 .

3 3 .

akbleast they have some standards of objectivitym . .some

objective staddards that theydre supposed to follow in

terms of what theydre supposed to disclose and what

they're supposed to be involvad in. For instance, as

I recall in the Ethics Law that was passed Ulere was

some, what I would eall precatory language
, some o.osome

wishful, hopeful language that. . .Legislators ought not

gek involved in conflicts of interest that are improper

and so on. Those are helpful. At the Congressional

level we have a Code of...we had a Code of Congress for

Conqressmen that..ois somewhat similar, it doesn'k in-

volve much public disclosure but you dotfill out a form

with two piecesr one an A form and one a B form, a two-

tier kind of an arrangement. It's hel>ed some. Therels...

I think ther..climate of confidence is slightly better than

would otherwise be if you hadn't passed anything. But I

Dust say in a1l candcr Senator, that rather than have

another law that is headeda..campaign reform law or ethics

reform law and just pass another piece of Swiss cheesep I'd

rather the Legislature not pass anything and let us come

back and flght again. I hope the time thato o .yourw.wdis-

tinguished colleaques and you are ready for a meaningful

bill. If so, I hardily commend-. osB 5 and SB through 5

to you. If not those, then maybe some others like it

or with the amendments that Senator Fawell or others

have suggested. These bills have some teeth and scme bite.

Maybe Ehak will make some people here oppose them but I

hope that...that if youdre goinq to pass some legislaEion

it would have teeth and bite so that we not play the shell

game with the people, so Ehat two years or three yea' rs from

now someone doesn't stand up herc and is subject to being

asked the same question, we passed the bill and it isn't

worth very puch and he'd have to answer the way I am answering
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you. I don't think that the bill that was

6.

10.

ll.

passed a few

years ago was worth very much and it wasn't intended to

be worth very much.

CHAIRMAN:

Senator Soper.

SENATOR SOPER:

Congressman, jusk a few questions I thoughk of while
we were' sitting here. Now, the Congressional Disclosure

Act, after you disclose whatever you are supposed to dc,

is that available to anyone?

ABNER MIKVA:

Are you referring now to the personal...

SENATOR SOPER:

Yes.

ABNER MIXVA)

a o .financial disclosure? Part of it is and part of

it isn't, Senator. It's in two parts.

SENATOR SOPER:

You mean that it isn't the same as this Act?

ABNER MIKVA:

No. Oh# no.

SENATOR SOPER:

Under this Act' any...anybody can come in the way

the do now and sign a little...sign a little declaration

or request ahd sayyow.for whatever purpose he wants, theydre

going to collese, they're doing some researeh and they can

pick up your whole- .pick up your whole-- your whole dis-

closure or whatever you put down there.

ABNER MIKVA:

l4.

l6.

l8.

l9.

20.

23.

24.

26.

27.

28.

30.

31.

32.
et

33.

That is correct. But for financial disclosure this

bill is stronger th ah the Federal Bill than the Fedaral Law.

SENATOR SOPER:

Well, .it comes to my mind that, where Hudson Sours
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

l0.

l1.

l2.

l3.

14.

l5.

l6.

l7.

l8.

.19.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

states, you know that would be a nice place for any

burglar to find out whatever anybody's got as far as

coin collections are ccncerned or stamp colléctions.

You know it's almost impossible today toov.get insurance

on stamp collections or coin colleetions: prohibitive.

And.ooyou can't keep...you canlt, if you have a big

collection of iocuments, you canit keep a1l those docu-

ments in a bank vault because that becomes prohibitive.

And.oowouldn't that be avenue for.omsome burglar to

just go in at anytime and pick up the.woyour skatemeuk...

of eeonomic interests?

ABNER MIKVA:

senator, I can only tell you that at the Board of

Ethics what we did on that Skatement of Economic Interest

and I think-it would be allowed under this law as well,

was to tell the State Employees that have to file them,

that as far as personal propetty. of the kinds youdre

describing, stamp collections or rare book collections

or so on, those would be lumped merely as to value with-

out describing them specifically. In other words, you

wouldn't have to say rare book collections, you would

merely say personal property and the value of.

SENATOR SOPER:

Now who makes the determination..pwhat the value is?

ABNER MIKVA:25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

3:.2 .

3 3 .

1he individual filing.

SENATOR SOPER:

The individual filer?

ABNER MIKVA :

Sute. Sure.

SENATOR SOPER:

Don't you khink you ouqhk Eo puE this in here and al1

Statemenks of Economic Interests that arev..that are to be



2.

4 .

5 .

6 .

:.

9.

10.

l2.

l3.

l4.

l6.

l7.

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

24.

25.

26.

28.

29.

3l.

32.
A
33.

filed as to peésonal property you won't be in violation

of the 1aw if you use your own...if you use your own formula

and...and state tbere that whatever you declare tJ4e
. . .

value of these interests would be taken as'face value

by the Committee? Because a guy could go to jail you
know if he made a misstatement. If he didnft quess right

maybe he was...

ABNER MIKVA:

Senator, let me say again, that of all the things

that I'm nok interested in is these jail provisions h.ere,
but in any event, we had thought, had thought when I

reviewed the draft, ites very clear that it must be a

knowing and intentional violation. And if that isn't

clear, I urge you and others similarly concerned to offer

amendments to make that crystal clear. No one wants. ..l

don't want to send anybody to jail even for an intentional
violation and certainly no ohe wants ko send anybody to

jail for an uninEentional one. T think that itts clear

that the Board has that kind of discretion and that the

individual makes the evaluation in the first instance.

If you can recommend any perfecting amendments along that

linee I am sure they would be well reeeived .

SENATOR SOPER:

Well, say this Congressman that if that's what

you mean that the person who makes the statement cculd put

his own value on that personal property, then. . .it ought

to ba stated so that somebody doesnlt come in just for...

political reasons and pick up his file and say, now you

say it was worth $5,000 or $10,000 and on.- on- -on a good

appraisal by the people who are knowledgeable this type

of thing, khey say itls workh $50,000. Now, that's bgside

tht point. Now another thing...that I find. If you do)l't...

if you donft divulge a loan that you pade during your caupaign



3.

4.

5.

you're in' trouble. Right?

ABNER MIKVA:

Yes, well, you're supposed to divulge them.

SENATOR SOPER:

I'm supposed to divulqe a loan?

M NER MIKVA:

Right. Right.

û.

9.

10.

l1.

12.

l3.

l5.

l6.

l7.

. l8.

l9.

20.

21.

2 3 .
-
2 4

25.

26.

27.

28.

30.

3l.

tg .

SENATOR SOPER:

So, if you'do have a loan, don't you think that this

bill also should state that if the loan...that the.o.that

the note that is given or if there's no note given, that

should be described and if there's any interest.o.any

interest ko be paid and the due date on the...loan... Whatls

khe use of describing a loan and say khat you received a

loan, if you never have to pay it? And futhermore, before

you answer that question to tighten this Uling up, if you

want to bo fair, I think this is a bill that you say...is

going to be fair like...loe lleek said, it's got to be

fair to al1 candidates so that the poor can run and the

rfch can run. I would say this, maybe it might sound

. o oabsurd éo some of the people here, some of the Senators,

but ifo.oif somebody's interested in making a loan with-

out interest, without a due date, to a candidate, I think

that he owes the same thinc to his opponent, if he's so

altruïstïc to never collect the money. Because I think

that's a gift and thac's tlàe way to help someone without

ever having it repaid. And, further, I Would also state;
that if a loan is made thrre should' be a due date on the

note and kith or without interesk buk on the date..obut

it should be with collateral. I don't think this...you

talk abouk loopholes and Swiss cheeses, Congressmane the

biggest Swiss-cheese loophole is when you say you can

divulce a loan but you never have to collect 1e. There's
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l0.

l1.

l2.

l4.

l5.

l6.

no way of collecting it if the fellow that made the loan

doesn'E ..doesn't...doesn't go to court and say, now ,

loaned you some money and now youfve got to pay De. Now I

think Uzat the candidate thatq..that receives the loan from

anybody, if he does not put up collateral, that that. . .that

that person that makes the loan to him should m' ake the

loan on the same basis to his opponent. That'd clean up

some of this shim-sham-shimmy about these loans that are

nothing but fraudulenk gifts. And then I would further say

Congressman, that when the loan is made T'/ith collateral

and the due date comes and the person that made the loan

doesn't take it upon himself to collect on that loan, that

that noke be deposited with the Ethics Board and the Ethics

Board proceed to collect the money and.o.and foreclose on the

collateral and put that in the Ethics Fund. Thank you.

ABNER MIKVA :

Senator

l3.

l9.

20.

22.

:3 '

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.
N
32 .
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I happen tc agree with the substance of what

you're saying. I think that...that loans that aren't really

loans ought to be treated as contributions, as what they

are. I think the language of the bill covers that on page.. .

l5. I think under Section 508 it says that thevo.the

candidates on each one of these sEatements of political

financing, l mean the Committee must lisk the amount and

nature of a11 liabilities at the elose of the. period and

then under Bectkon G it says: sueh other informaticn as

the Board shall require. And I canyonly say that if I

were on that Board, and I have absolutely no intention of

being on that Board, but if I were cn it I wouldga.whole-

hearkedly endorse khe substance of your remarks.

SENATON SOPER:

Just one more thing. 1...1 v/as pleased to know that...

this is...that everyone isn't privy to the statements that

you state that qre.o.on your Congressional Report. Now I
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3 .
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l0.

ll.

don't think that this should be avaikable for every Tom, Dich

or Harry to know to kidnap me or somebody in my family and

say, we know you've...you've got personal.o.youlve sot

bonds and so forth ora..or personal property which would

mean bonds or, and I know youdre a collector of stamps and

youdre a collector of coins and you've got this available,

we want this before we let loose of your loved ones.

ABNER MIKVA:

Well, this is a respectable disagreemcnt Senator,

I appreciate what you said.

CHAIRMAN:

Senator Nudelman.

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

Thank you, Mr. President. Congressman, don't know

whether...what I1m going to say is a question or a comment

and you can respond as you will. Tt seems to me, that the

conclusion to be reached by your remarks is that the pur-

pose of the Ethics Statement is to restore confidence of

the public in its elected officials and appointed officials

and everybody who is covered by the Statement.. Is that

correct?

ABNER MIKVA:

The mosk important purpose, yes.

SENATOR NUDELAUW :

Then you further went on to say that this would not

cateh any crooks.

ABNXR MIKVA:

That's right.

SENATOR NUDELMNN:

And it would not catch any of the alleged crooked

publiç people that have been caught in various actsw..in

recent history, in the last six months, a year or two

years. People who have beon mentioned for various criminal

l3.

l4.

l5:

17.

18.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.
f
3 q .

3 3 .
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1. activities who are publie officials at the time. Is tl)at..e?
' 

. 
'
;

2 . M NER MIEMA )
v '' j3. We have..owe have ample laws in tlle bookp, at this

4 . point , to catch those crooks . . .

5 . SENATOR NUDELMAN :

6 . And you f urther said khat you have confidence in the

7. people in this Body . I

g . '. ABNER MIKVA : .

9. yes, I do.

10. SENATOR NUDELDAN:

l1. And you fear, however, that the public may not.

l2. ABNER MIKvA:

l3. That's correct . '

' jI4. SENATOR NUDELMAU:
l5: zny you said. . .and...I'1l quote you from Mrs. schiller's

l6. statement which she's'qoing to makc in a moment
. If the oeorle

' l7. of zllinois are to feel th
. e same confidence in the Legis- 1' 

jl8. lature as does the League, that indicates to me that the
l9. Leasue has confidence in the Legislature and they fear 

i

20. the public does not
. so it seems to mee congressman, that

2l. if you cause people to do an act which will not catch them

22. in any criminal situakion which
, if they are honest is un-

23. necessary, and if they are crooked.p.they will circumvent

21. in some manner or other, you are du/ing the public. You
25. are telling the publie, here these people are honest because

26. they sign Ethics Statements but you. and I and Donna

27. schiller a1l know that that's not goinq to make an honest

28 f k And it's not going to stop him from. man out o a croo .

!29. the type of activities which various public officials have t
30. been caught a: in the last year or two. And I think that's...

3l. . that's. basically the deficiency in the...in the philosophy
t .

. 3Q. you espouse here eoday. vou are spinning or foolinè, or
33. pulling the wool over the eyes of the public. This isn't

l02
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going to make me any more honest than I am and it wouldn't

make Ab Mikva àny mare hcnest and I know youdre an honest

man, when you were in Congress for you to m aie certain

disclosures, and it's nat goinq to make any of my 58

colleaques here any more honest than I know them to be
.

So I think that Ehis is really something that should be

given a little pore thought. I donlt think it's quiEe an

honest approach to the problem.

ABNER MIKVA:

Eenakor, kf the question is, do T agree with you; the
answer is no. Ifhen T first came to the Legislature, and
maybe youlve been more fortunate th an 1

, when I first came

to the Legislature, one of the first bills I had to vote on

was a bill that a client of my office, .1 was then still a

junior assoclate, had an interest And I happened to

be opposed to the bill. I didn't know then and I confess

to you I still don't know what was the ethical thing for me

to do. Should I have just vcted no and be aceused by

Senator Sours and others of having yielded to the. . oto the

tyranny of public opinicn by showing how . ..how hcnest I was.

Should I have...supported my clients? I think that clearly

would have been unethical. Should I have just not voted. . .

and disqualified myself? That's what I finally ended up

doing. But if you can tell me where to look ko find the

rules of the road, then you are a better student of the law

than I have been during all the years I was down 'herc or

in Congress where I trïed tc wrestle with these problems
.

And wha: bokhers me Senator is not only that I didn't have

any place to look to wrestle with them but just as I'm aware

thak most other people have had to wrestle with simflar pro-

blemsl none of us ever get credit on the part OE the public

to thinh so. Nowe let's divorce Senator Nudelman from this

equation. But if you went up to the averaqe person on the

l03



1, street and said, I am a member of the Illinois General

2. Assembly, trust me. The answer would be equivocal and

3. that's what I'd like to get at. And what this says is

4. not that it's qoinq to be... '

5. SENATOR NUDELMAN:

6. What would the answer be, Congressman?

7. ABNER MIKVA:

:. Weil' I said it would be equivocal.

9. SENATOR NUDELMAN:

l0. What does that mean, senator? .

ll. ABNER MIKVA:

l2. What that means is that some people might and a lot E

l3. of them wouldnlt.

l4. SENATOR NUDELMAN: .

l5. And a kot of them wouldn't if I had signed the Ethics

l6. statement xequired under Ehis Act... '

17. ABNER MIxvA: 
.

l8. But if they become aware. . .

49. SENATOR NUDELMAN:

2O. Do the people. . .do the people respect the Congress any- '

2l. more because of the '72 Act?

22. asuEa MzKvA:

23. Yes. 
'

24. SENATOR NUDELMAN:

25 They do? '

26. ABNER MIKvA: . ,

27. Une...unqualifiedly yes.

2S. SENATOR NUDELMAN:

29. :nequivocally?

3C. ABNER MIKVA: '

3l. Unequivocally, the answer's yes. Not as' much as they
4 '
'&k. should and not as much as they wille if Congress does Ehe

33. rest of the job. But it elearly... , I

1c4 '
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l . SENATOR NUDELh!AN :

' this Act? Congressman, have affçcted your 12. HoW would

3. reaction to the situation of your office's client?

4 'k * ABNER MIKVA:

5. This Act?
I

6 . SEI4ATOR NUDELLIAII : '
I

7 .. Yes. 
. 

j
8 '* M NER MIMVA : I

9. I would have had some place to go to decide what to !

l0- do. . . . 
'

l1. SENATOR NUDELMAN: '

l2. uow would this have affected that?
Il 3 

. aBxsn MlxvAr .

l4. :he Board of Ethics. ,

I
l5. ssxavoR xgossyuei: '

16 . y u would have gone to the Board o'f Etllics and askedo

l7. them for a rul
... . j

18 . Asuy;a lvllxva: j
. 19. vor a decision- - for an opinion, wouldn't you? I

20. ssxaToR xuoeLyum : ' I
2l. How. o .how to, no? I feel confident in my own ability I

22. to. . .to handle these situations.

23. asxsa MzDva:

24. Tben you're a more honest person than I am. . . ,

25. SENATOR Nvo:L>vw :

26. No
, I'm not any more honest than you are.p.' .

27. ABXSR MlxvA:

28. vou have more confidence in your honesty than I do.

29 . SEUATOR NIJDCLMAN : .

30. z have confidence in myself that maybe you don''t have.

31 . ABUER Mzlcva: '

>7. vhat may be. I
33 . ' SENATOR NUDELMAN : .

t

' 

.

zas
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1. . And maybe you should because you#re an honest man

2. and that's wel'l knowny too.

3 . CHAI RMAN :

4. There will be no... '
' 

: . 15. SENATOR NUDELMAN
6. ;O y is it...?

7. CHAImMAN:

B. Lek's.u.patience is golden and mine has run out. )
9. There are five aore witnesses that wan: to question

l0. Mr. Mikva. There are three more witnesses to testify .

l1. xr. uudelman Nvould you wind up your questioning. Senator

12. xudelman.

l3. SENATOR NUDELF/G : I

14. Thank you, Mr. President, I think. my position has 1

l5. been made kpown as has the congressman's. . .

l16. cuwlwzazq: '
' 17. senator carroll. 

' 

.

l8. ssxaTon CARROLL;'

. 19. Thank you
, Mr. Chairman, Ab, a couple of questions.

20. o wprirst of all, I thknk you should have advised Eenator ' 1
2l. Palmer not to send back the check but aerely send the guy

22- the disclaimer form and uait for that to ccme back rather

23. than send the check and hope that the check comes back ko him
.

24. asxsu Mzxva:

25. check back with me
.

26. SENATOR cAaRoLL: . .

27. A11 right. okay. on the way of political committees,
28. khouqh and I'm serious in my concern and I don't know the

r

29. answer at all. We talk about a campaign committee that may

30. be worklng for me or ;or you up in our area but are we

3l. talking aboue, and should we not be talking about, the

12. . independent voters of Illinois? Are ws and should We not

33. be talking about the Ind/pendent Prccinct Organization, the

10 6 .
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3.
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S.

Americans for Democratic Ackion when they do support

candidates: tAe John Birch Society, the Better
. Govern-

ment Association: the New Democratic Coalitio'n: the

Coalition for a Democratic Majority and a1l of those
organizations that are soliciting funds and spending funds

for and on behalf of a position or a candidate?

ABNER MIKVA:

8.

9.

l0.

ll.

l2.

l3.

The only...this possible exemption I would make
, is

l5.

16.

l7.

l8.

. 19.

20.

2l.

23.

24.

25.

26.

21.

28.

29.

30.

31.
*
3r2 .

3 3 .

I don't think the Better Government Association any longer

endorses candidates. They used to but. . .

EENATOR CARROLL:

But, sometimes propositions and thsngs like thak...

ABNER MIKVA:

Let me say this, that any committbe that is invalved

in the polikical process I think is covered by this bill

and if it isnlt, I hope that you or somebody will offer an

amendment to mqke it clear that it..othey are. As I read

it, they are covered.

SENATOR CARROLL:

All right. Now, you talk in terms of not only

disclosure of contributions and the expenditures incumhent

therewith, but tha personal network, the perscnal income. ..

ABNER MIKVA:

. ..For a publla official.

SENATOR CARROLL:

.. .of the individual public officials. And i see in

here, i: I read it riqht, when you come to those who serve

on non-ronstltutional boards: that those are not Public

documents? Is that right?

ABNER MIKVA:

That's correct.

SESATOR CARROLL:

What's the theory there?
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1. ABNER MIKVA: '

2. The theory is that lt carries out Executive Order Four

k. 3 . . . .a distinction that was drawn n Executive Order Four,

4. that says those people whö work without compensation of

5. any kind will not have their income or net worth disclosed. .
. I

6 . :. SENATQR CARROLL :
I

7. They still have to submit it though?
' I

8 . M NER ?4IJ(VA : .
!

9. They still hive to submit it ko the Board of Ethics.
I

l0. SCNATOR cAnRoLL:
I

ll. What is it subject to once they submlt it to you?
. I

l2. ABNER MIxvA:
I

l3. To any review by the Board of rthics for possible
I

14 licts because some of thosev. wyou knowe some of the. conf
!

l5. unpaid jobs we're talking about includese for instance,

ï6. the Raclng commlssion. .

' l7. srxaTon CARROLL:
' I

' l 2 ' ''. Righ t
. .

â 9 * M NE R l4IEIVA : '

' 2 () '* And I
. . .if you press me far, Senator Carroll, I would

21. say that I happen ko think that that distinction is not

22. meaningful.

gg '@ SENATOR CARROLL:
* . .

24. That's my point. i

25 ' ' '. ABNER MIKVA: 
.

26. well. the Governor enunciated it in, originally in
' 27. zxecutive order rour. It is consistent with that Executive

28. order. I must say that you and I are in the small minority

29* most people think that if you're not getting paid for the

30 ffice you ought not have to make public disclosure. '* O

31. SENATOR cAnnoLL:
f
32* I don 't think necessarily you should put us yet in

i
33. the same c'ategory.because I'm no# sure that any can/idate
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3.

4.

for any office should have to make public disclosure. And

I know that you youxself at one time favored, at best a two-

tiered system.

ABNER MIKVA:

No# I have lived under a tko-tiered system but I've

always made full public diselosure.

SEHATOR CARROLL ;

Of a1l sources of incope. Do you think that every

member that's running for office, as opposed to those Who

are going into some of the most critical boards of govern-

ment within the Executive Branches and al1 of fts levels,

should have to disclose to the public the source of their

incoae every clfenk upon which they get a legél fee.

ABNER MIKVA:

No, you don't...no one is suggesting that you have to

name your clients but'l happen to lhink: Senator, that some-

body running for public office ought to have the highest

standards of performance imposed on him. More so even

than an appointed official. 1...1 know of no higher honor

than ko be elected to public office.

SENATOR CARROLL:

And you still...I mean, you sEi11...I happen to feel,

I personally have Dade disclosures in a recent campaign of

all contributions and all expenses and distributed thousands

of copies of it foT everyone to see but I donlk think any-

one is entitled to know of my persdnal income or.e.my net

worth as to a public disbloaure so that becomes a eampaign

lssue. Maybe my constitueney up in the suburbs feel that

I'm not making enough money ko suit their purposes and another

part of the distrlct might feel I'm making too much money to

suit their gurposesz I don't think that should .be the issue.

think it should be based on other much higher isskes.

M NER MIIW A :

8.

9.
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1. I undetstand the argument. I can only say that for

2. five years noW I have made that kind of full disclosure
.

3. It has never been an issue. The gnly place it's an issue

4 . is with my wif e who wonders why I don f t make more money 
.

5 . CHAI R-MAN : '

6 . senator Berning .

7 .. SENATOR BERNING :

8. Mr. Wikness much o: what '1 wanted to touch on has

9. been touched on but I want to share with you an observation
l0. and then. . .ask for your comments on two points that concern

l1. me by. . .in this bill. But first let me sayr the observakion

l2. is this, that in todayls climate T think you and I 50th

l3. recognize that even inference of violation is tantamount

l4. to conviction and no one would ever be vindicated
. One

l5? would be forever ruined if charged with a violation under
'

1 6. these various section: irrespectivc of the imoosition 'of
' l7. theseo. -penalties. And in passing then, I micht say what

l8. is of great concern to me
, in not only this instance but

19. almost every tioe we pass a bill with a penalty involved
20. for an ordinary citizen that penalty is almost' sure to be

2l* imposed but what concerns my constituents a good deal more
22. is thak murderers

, and I make that plural, almost invariably

23. do nok serve jail sentences. They are on parple almost

24. immediately to carry on their nefarious activities. But

25. my queskion now then
, Mr. Mikva, since we recognize that

26. most everyone in government is suspect, whether we like

27. to admik it or not and tHat is elected officials
, appointed

' 
28. officials bureaucrats if you like uhat tlen

,. is your

29. reaction, and I know I don't mind telling you what mine

30. is? Article 2 on page 4
, there is hereby created a State

3l. . Board pf...Ethics consisting of three members appointed
,à *
3Q . by khe covernor. Are they not just bureaucrats? Wfll they
33. not just be again people wlto are ''suspect'' even as you and

' l10



' 1. z7 Why would they be any more above suspicion than you

. 2. and me?

3. ABNER ZIRVA:

4. Senator that is always one of the great agonizing

5. probxems that faces every legislative decision that's

6. made about appointing a board or setting up an agency

7. of government. . .l can only say...

8 . SENATOR BEENING :

9. All right. Let me interrupt right there. I have had

10. in subcommittee for some time SB 867 which is the Public

ll. Integrity Commission and which, in my opinion, presents a

l2. much nlore defensible a much more plausible
, mueh more

l3. viable approach, if we have to have something like this,
l4. than this doea

. May I respectfully suggest that you

l5. examine that and I am going to later suggest ghen this

16. bill comes up for serious consideretkon on the Floor that

. l7. it be sent to the same subcommitkee along with any others
l8- that we have. Maybe I didn't give you a chance to respond

l9. but
. . .

20. Asxsa Mzxva:

21. No
. No. I only say that I have wrestled with other

22. appointing processes
, includins, I've seen the processes

2g '. where the Legislature appoints or the Congress appoints

24. of where we choose soaebody because bf their.u.their
25. particular position like a law school dean or so on or

62 . somekimes even an election of a separate board
. Ultimakely,

27. I think Senator that whab wefre saying in this bill as wefre

28. saying in so many others# and I have sat here under

29. Republican Governors and Democratic Governors and the

30. answer always comes up the saae is that you have to assume

31. that the Governor when it comes to this kind of an appoint-
6 .
3Q. ment for a six-year term like with the Controller Geueral

33. when those were qbelng appointed...

ll1



1. SENATOR BXRNING: '

2. Or, like Hr. Isaacs appointed by the..wGovernor...?

3 . ABNER MIKVA :

1. You win some and you. lose some.

5. SENATOR BEPGING:

6. There you are. You see what I'm trying to say, you .

7. now put your finger on. If you can't trust us how can you

8. .o.possibly and that includes any elected official including '

9. the Governor, how can Uàeo.wpublic trust whomever we '
. . r

'

10 . appoint to the Eody .

. 11 . ABNER IIIKVA: q

12 . senator . . .

l3. sENATon BERNING: . '
' j

l4. I submit again take a look at SB 867.

15. ABNER MzKvA:

l6. I think I've looked at it. All I would say that the

. l7. same Governor .that appointed Ted Isaacs also appointed

' l8. Dr. Gerdy and <1e same Governor that appointeda..l was
. (

'

19 . thinking of . . . '

2 0 . SENATOR BERNING : !

21 Pontiu's Pilate not only crucified Christ but he 
.

22. crucified Barabbas and one other.. .that didn't make him

23. totally right.

24. AsNcn MzxvA:

25. You see'the. . .the problem about usinq any'other

26 intlve.system and I appreciaEe your. . .
your concern '

. appo

27. Senator I share it, the problem about using any selection

28. system other than asking .t14e Governor to appoint on a bi-

29. partisan basis by and wiuz <ïe consent of the senate, is

30. that if you donlt use Ehat system then any other sysEem can

31 ive you kha same rncults and you have nobody to even blame. '* C
$
12. That's my only concern.

33 . sEllArt'on BERNING : .
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1. Well'z so far as l know we haken't had the same kind

2. of complaints, not that we haven't had complaintsp buk we

. 3. haven't had the same kind pf eomplaints about the BGA to

4. my knowledge. Well# let he go on...

5. ABNER MIKVA: ,

6. You' haven't heard Mayor Daley then. 
'

7 . SENATOR BERNING )
. $8 . l beg your pardon .

9 . M NE R MIIW A : '

l0. You havenlt heard Mayor Daley lakely .

ll. SENATOR BLRNING:

l2. oh, yes I have. Now, let me bring up the other poink

l3. that to me ïs one that is eguallg significant in'the kotal

l4. picture as the contribution of money and.v .we have touched

l5. on the limitations on the contributions of money to be
1

16. made available to candidates and that's what it's al1 about
. 1

l7. the candidate is to be able to use money for 14is campaign.

' 
l8. My point now then to you is this.o oequally as important

l9. as that money is time. The man that has unlimited tfme ko '

20. parade up and down the State has an undue advantage
. If

2l. you'ro going to control money, bekter control time. I

22. Aapsa !:IKvA:

23. Well
, I think the point is well taken tha: imputed

24. services, time or volunteer services of any kind are worth

25. as much or mbre than money, but just as wc donit allow .

26. charitable deductions for those kinds of tlme conkribukions

27. I don't khink you can peasure them here
. That's really

28. the point. You..mYou're right. You and I b0th know that

29. giving me a good voluntear is worth a lot more than a

30. couple of hundred bucks any day of the week but. . .

3l. SENATOR BEmIING:
6
3Q. ...0r...or the candidate himself. h
3 3 . ABNE R >:I KVA : . -.-- -  .
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l . lkighb , i f I have s ix months . .' .

2 . SENATOR BE F'.N ING 2

3. With no restrictions whatsoe'ver on his time is a

4. much more successful, potentially successful office seeker

5. than you perhaps who may expend twenty percent of your time. .

6. That to me is as equally indefensible as unlimited funds

7. xade available. v .

9 . ABNER MIKVA :

9. I just don't know anyway of measuring it, senator. '
l0. z think it's a problem

.

1l. cHAIp1um :

12. well, we have met the..-endw-.end of the witness list
l3. here with the exception of Senator Netsch. . . .It has been '

l4. h t we conclude the testimony here today andsuqgested t a

15. reconvene as a Committee of the Whole at 2:30 next Wednesday
,

l6. a week from uednesday
, I1m sorry, not tomorrow, a week from

17. wednesday at 2:30 p-m. Is there any objection? No objection
' 18* having been heard the Committee will adjourn for the time

l9. being and re
- -be reconvened at ak3o-- senator Partee. '

20. ssuAvon panvss: l

a 1 '* I just wanted to make a suggestion on behalf of the

22 . khree witmesses who remain
. That if Ehere are any other :

23. itneéses or additional witnesses for the next hearing,w

24. that these three witnesses should be given priority in

25. terms of the'way they were set up today to appéar. .

26. cI1Azmx :

27. senator
, 
I agree kith you. '

28. ssNATon HARRIS: . .

29. Mr. chairman I now move that the committee of the

30. whole now arise
. 

. '

3l. cHAIm.uz :
J .+2. The committee of the Whole will now arise. It's... j
33. thaE's my motion. . I have moved that the Committee of the

ll4



Whole do now arise.

SENATOR HARRIS:'

All in favor signify by saying aye. Contrary no.
' 

khole h'as arisen.Motion carries. The Committee of the

2.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

l0.

l2.

l3.

14.

16.

l7.

l8.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

634 .

33.
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1. PRESIDENT:

2. The Senate will come to order. Reading of the Journal.

3. senator Soper.

4 . SENATOR SOPER :

9. Mr. President, I move that we postpone Ehe reading of

6. the Journal of October 29th and the approval thereof...

7. pending the arrival of the printed Journal.

8 . '' PRESIDENT : ,

9. senator soper has moved that the reading of the Journal

l0. of october 29*h be postponed until the arrival of the

ll. printed Journal. Is there discussion? A1l in favor signify

l2. by saying aye. contrary no. The motion carries. so

l3. ordered. senator soper is there further business to come

l4. before the lst Special Session? Senator Scper noves that

l5. the lst special Session adjourn until 10:00 aom. Wednesday,

l6. October 31st. Al1 invfavor signify by saying aye. Contrary

l7. no. The motion carries and the 1st Special Session stands

l8. adjourned until 1û:00 a.m. tomorrow morning. Just for the

l9. edification for those who are still on the Floor, our

20. schedule tomorrow is: The lst will convene at. l0:00z the

21 d t lo:ls the 4th at 10:30, the Regular at 10:45 and '. 3r a ,

22. the 2nd at 2:00. The 2nd will be a limited Session. Those

23. of you who are not members of Executive or Revenue will be

24. able to depart following the adjcurhment of the Regular
,5 '' Sessïon. The lst reconvenes at l0;0û tomorrow morning

26. lc:oo o'elock. .

27. ç

28. ' .

29..

30.

Jl '
j . *
3*2 . .

33. . .

2


